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 tje ?Borsie^
 Some Notes on the large Entrenchment in the T.L. oe Dorsey

 IN THE SOUTH OF THE COUNTY OF ARMAGH.

 By H. G. Tempest.

 (If the Key Diagram Fig. i, and the reproductions of the 1836 and 1857 Ordnance
 Maps, which will be found at the end of this article are kept opened out whilst
 reading it, the descriptions will be very much easier to follow.)

 ^HIS remarkably large entrenched position lies mainly in the T.L. of Dorsey
 but partly in that of Tullynavall,1 Barony of Upper Fews, Co. Armagh.
 It crosses modern roads at Drummill Bridge and Coulter's Bridge,
 10 miles north-west of Dundalk, i6| miles south of Armagh and 5|

 miles west of Slieve Gullion.

 This Townland marked Dorsey on the O.S. Maps contains 1307 acres and is
 only the southernmost of a number of adjoining townlands, parts of a much larger
 district of Dorsey. These others, starting from the south, are :?Dorsey Cavan
 O Hanlon (or Roxboro) 146 acres, Dorsey Hearty 249 acres, Dorsey Mullaghglass
 2261 acres and finally Dorsey McDonald or Carrickrovaddy 570 acres.

 On the west of " Dorsey proper " T.L. is that of Tullynavall, while west of
 D. Cavan O Hanlon is Drumaltnamuck T.L.2

 It will be seen therefore that the older district of Dorsey extended for five miles
 from north to south and was of an average width of three quarters to one mile.

 1 It is suspected that connecting ramparts continued in the T.L.s of Ummericam on the east
 and Freeduff and Cloghog on the south-west. See later.

 2 This name suggested the " Black Pig," but in Fr. Murray's opinion the pig was not alone,
 for the name means " the ridge of the Heights of the Pigs."
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 ESCHEATED LANDS MAP i6og.  THE DORSEY DISTRICT.

 Showing the present five Dorsey
 Townlands, with parts of Tully
 navall and Ummericam Townlands.

 The position of The Dorsey En
 trenchment is shaded.
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 THE DORSEY  189
 The traditional passage from Emain Macha southwards ran between Carrigatuke1

 (1200 ft.) and Deadman's Hill (1178 ft.) to Silverbridge (Beal atha an Airgit) and
 probably to Dundalk. The Dorsey group of townlands, though their northern
 point extends rather too much north-east, lie mainly along and on each side of this
 ancient highway. They are bordered approximately by two lines of hills running
 north and south. These are, on the east the hills from Forkill to Mount Norris
 and, on the west, the ridges of Tullygeasy, Tullyneill and Dangary.

 These notes are an attempt to bring together the various references and de
 scriptions the writer, with the help and the kindness of others, has been able to
 trace ; and to add to them the results of a number of recent examinations of the
 ground, together with a discussion of an air photograph taken by the R.A.F.

 The most complete and documented account which has appeared in print
 is that of the late Canon H. W. Lett, M.A., M.R.I.A., in Journal R.S.A.L, 1898,
 p. iff. Some further accounts by early nineteenth century writers, two of them
 giving considerable detail, have since come to light, and some of Canon Lett's
 theories are not sustainable in the light of present knowledge. Miss Margaret
 Dobbs2 and the late W. de V. Kane3 have mentioned Dorsey in connection with
 the great " travelling " ramparts of the western Worm Ditch or Glen of the Black
 Pig4 and the eastern " Danes' " Cast, though there was not "any direct evidence of
 physical connection between the three, excepting a short length of piling shown on
 the 1836 Ordnance Map.5

 A few weeks ago Dr. D. A. Chart, Secretary of the Northern Ireland Ancient
 Monuments Committee, wrote a short description, accompanied by the new air
 photograph, in the December issue of Antiquity.

 To-day five roads and the Dorsey river cut through the Dorsey entrenchment
 in a more or less N. and S. direction, while the small Ummericam stream on the
 east touches or possibly intrudes into the line of the existing rampart at one place.

 The Dorsey " Ramparts " or " Walls " as they are locally named, were without
 any doubt an enclosed earthen fortification of an elongated oval or " irregular
 trapezoid " form, jurt over one mile on its longer and a fifth of a mile on its shorter
 axis. The longer axis lies roughly NNE. and SSW.

 It is peculiarly situated. Referring to Key Map (figure 1), it is seen that
 its eastern end, 1 to 7, is on an easterly slope dominated by higher ground on the

 1 Prof. E. MacNeill believes this to be the Fin Cairn na Foraire, the famous White Cairn
 of Watching, which at one period of the heroic age was the outpost of the Ulster kingdom whose
 capital stood round the Navan Fort (Emain Macha) near Armagh. JRSAI. LVII, 1927, p. 155.

 2 Side-Lights on the Tain Age, p. 79ff.
 zProc. P.LA. XXVII, C14, p. 305, XXXIII, Sec. C. 19, p. 542-3.
 4 Although the name Black Pig's Dyke or Valley is given to parts of the " Danes' " Cast

 to the east of Dorsey, as well as to many parts of the long travelling ramparts running westward
 across Ireland, we have used in this article for the sake of clearness, the term " Danes' " Cast
 to include all the eastern rampart from Lisnagade to Meigh, and " Black Pig's Dyke " to denote
 all the rampart west of Drumgristan near Culloville.

 5 These maps, the earliest made by the Ordnance Survey, were actually surveyed in 1835.
 K
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 other side of the stream. Probably in the days of javelins and throwing spears1
 this may have been no great disadvantage while the Ummericam stream and marsh
 would have prevented attack on foot or on horse. Next comes the ridge 33-9 across
 whose top the ramparts run falling to the low basin 28-11-13-27. This must in
 early times have been a large impassable bog, fed by the drainage of the amphi
 theatre of hills to the north and draining into the Dorsey river which at the present
 protects half of its southern edge continuing southward through mai shy levels.
 Across this bog the northern and southern sides of the entrenched enclosure were
 carried on piles. West of this, another lower ridge 26-14 is again tiaversed leading
 to the levels of the Dorsey River, on the western side of which the lines once more
 run upwards over the higher ridge 20-16a, falling to Tonislegh (or Caraher's) bog
 at 17 where the northern and southern defences curve round to form the closed
 western end, again protected by impassable bog.

 Of the roads, that by Coulter's Bridge is at this particular place older than
 1765, and is itself a short cut taking the place of the loop of the old Bealach mor na
 Feadha 34-33 which ran from near Silverbridge to Itnis (Altnis)2 Bridge at Rox
 boro.3 The road from Dundalk past Drummill Bridge 15-24 to Newtownhamilton
 was only made about 1835.4 The road 15-26 to Dorsey School originally connected
 with the Bealach Mor near 33,5 and with its continuation southward
 to Glassdrummon may be a very old roadway ; 15-21 is the Cullyhanna
 road. But of all the roads the Bealach Mor na Feadha running right
 along the top of the ridge, said by tradition to be the route of Brian Boru's
 funeral after the battle of Clontarf, is the oldest, and was always a main
 route?that from Dundalk and the south to Emain Macha. If we imagine
 all the other roads wiped off the diagram, we seem to see that the Dorsey
 fortification commands two distinct things?firstly this old road and secondly
 the ford over the Dorsey river at or near Diummill Bridge. Each of these objects
 is protected by a curve based at its outer end on bogs and each is protected
 by the great central boggy hollow across which piled palisaded ways allowed of
 communication. The whole construction is designed and sited to prevent the
 passage of invaders from the south. There were only two fords of any consequence
 between Carrigatuke on the Black Bank and Silverbridge, viz. that at Newtown
 hamilton and at the Dorsey river at 15. If Carrigatuke was Finn Cairn na Foraire,
 Drummill ford may have been Port Noth Cuchullaind which lay between Ath
 na Foraire and Magh Muirtheimhne.6

 1 It is curious that although flint arrow heads prove that in the Stone Age the bow was
 quite extensively and skilfully used in Ireland, there is not, to our knowledge at least, any con
 siderable similar evidence of the use of arrows in either the Bronze or Iron periods.

 2 Air imp ? high tongue of land or inch at a river margin.?Eb.
 3 Rocque's and Taylor and Skinner's Maps of Co. Armagh.
 1 6 inch O.S. map 1836 of Cos. Armagh and Louth.
 5 Rocque.
 6 " In the Mesca Uladh (p. 15) we read that Cuchulainn ' starting from near Coleraine,, drove

 to the plain of Ardmagh, then to Slieve Euait and into the watchman's ford (At n& pofiAipc), to
 Port Noth of Cuchulainn, into the plain of Muirthemne.' " Kane PRIA. XXXIII, cig, p. 545.
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 We are informed by military experts1 that no one would select this place for
 fortification had they free choice of the neighbourhood, and that it is evident that
 something fixed at that particular spot, such as a ford or a roadway determined
 the position of the entrenchment.

 The only reference given by Hogan in Onomasticon is to that from Lough C?
 Annals, next quoted, but it also occurs as D. Ard Macha. It is not once mentioned
 in the Tain or Fionn Mac Cumhal Cycles.

 As late as mediaeval times, we find Aedh O Neill in alliance with Hugh de Lacy,
 distributing his forces " on the passes of Slieve Fuaid and ?t\ T)oippib OniriA and
 on Fidh Conaille " when he challenged the Anglo-Normans of the south to attack
 him " in those places." The date given is 1224.2

 The 1707 Molyneux letter, given later, states that the Irish call it " Dorras
 Fuyee?that is, the Gate of the Fews, though they commonly interpret it in a larger
 sense, viz.?the Gate or Inlet of Ulster." In 1804 Sir Chas. Coote says the name
 of the place is " Clogh a meathar." In the Ordnance Survey Name Books of 1835
 we find " Dorsy, T)o-ppAi>?e. Doors or Gates." John O Donovan at the same
 period writes " The name of the Townland is T)opp?, which the peasants say signifies
 gates, because there were many gates on the road (the ancient road to Armagh)
 passing through this rampart. They sometimes call the Townland t>?ite n?-nT)?rvp?
 i.e., the town of the gates and sometimes T)o^r^ ?n peAtxd, the gates of the Fews."
 John Donaldson, 1838, states that " from time immemorial " the name had been
 " Darsey Ramparts."

 Mr Liam Gogan writes that " the modern Dorsey is a more than usually accurate
 rendering of the local pronunciation of the local plural of T)op?p, a door, i.e., T)opp^,
 pronounced Dorssy." It is interesting, as already noted, to find that the district
 of these Gates extended north and north-eastwards for a distance of four miles
 from the entrenchment.

 Dorsey, Mr. Paterson tells me, does not appear either as a townland or as a place
 name on the Escheated Lands Map of the " Baronie of Fues " of 1609.3 Nor does
 the name appear in the grant of lands in the Fews to Turlough McHenry O Neill
 of about the same date, though " Dromill alias Tullynaval " does. In an In
 quisition (Number 36 Chai les I), of the lands of Turlough MacHenry (O Neill) ,we
 find "Dorsi e?a al. Umiricam al. Tullyogalleghan," so that, at that period these three
 names were applied interchangeably.

 When we come to 1657 Dorsey appears as a half townland in a MS. Cromwellian
 Inquisition now in the Library at Armagh. Tollenevall is also mentioned but not

 1 Col. R. G. Berry, in a letter received.
 2 Annals of Lough Ce?Hennessy translation, 1871. I. pp. 270-1. These annals are thought

 to have been written down in the latter part of the sixteenth century.
 3 The map shows the following contiguous townlands :?Dromoll, Fenesklun, Ballynenursagh,

 Creganduf, Lurganculling, Carriginally and Levallicharanogan. Across the Creggan river to
 the north of Dromoll is Tullivolan and to the north-west Coolehannah, while west of Creggan
 duff is Talastagh.
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 Drummill. Dorsey also is included in the Poll Tax records of 1660, and again in
 the sale of forfeited lands.1 In Queen Anne's time we find Dorsey, again as a half
 townland, formerly the property of Henry O Neill in 1641.2

 Petty's map3 shows Dorsey with " Emorycam " to the east and " Drumkille "
 to the west, and dotted areas which appear to cover the course of the Ummericam
 river, its junction with the Dorsey river, and Caraher's bog 16-18, stretching round

 Tenses

 Rough tracing from Petty's Map, 1685 (from Hiberniez Delineaiio). The names in small
 block lettering have been added.

 to the Creggan river on both sides of Cregganduff hill. It is natural to assume
 that this dotted marking indicates bog, but it is puzzling to find it absent along the
 course of the Creggan river in view of its flooded and marshy nature at the present

 1 Book of Survey and Distribution, under Co. Armagh, Creggan Parish.
 2 Part of it was granted in 1666 and 1680 to Peter Beaghan (154 acres), Markham Forrest

 (385 acres), Thomas Ball and F.d. Richardson (333 acres), and 138 acres were unprofitable. In
 " Drumhill " T.L., 508 acres were also granted to Forrest, Beaghan and Ball and 92 were un
 profitable. Creggandutf was also a Half Townland, wrhich makes a certainty of Fr. Murray's
 derivation of Lislewilla fort as the fort of the half townland.

 3 Hibemi Delineatio or Map of Ireland, published first in 1685.
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 day. Prof. E. Curtis having compared this map with that of Offaly and Co. Carlow
 where bogs and forest were both frequent, believes this dotting to indicate forest.

 From these records it would appear that the name, in the sixteenth century
 had been that of a narrow district, not in itself a townland, which is exactly what
 one would expect if the Gates of Emain were a series of barriers guarding an im
 portant road through a pass.

 Canon Lett remarked that with the exception of that on Cregganduff hill, there
 are no earthen forts anywhere round the district in which the entrenchment stands.

 Acknowledgments of help and information are due to many persons, but in
 particular to Mr. T. G. F. Paterson of Armagh, who has been of invaluable assistance
 from his knowledge of the ground and the people, and from his valuable notes and
 records, all of which, together with his personal help on the spot, he has generously
 and freely put at our disposal. He has also been good enough to read over this
 article from the point of view of his independent knowledge of the district.

 Mr. L. S. Gogan unearthed the record of the Bronze bridle-bit now in the National
 Museum, Dublin, and supplied the photograph.

 Mr. Sheringham of the Observatory, Armagh, was good enough to trace parts
 of old maps. Mr. Trodden made enquiries around Rock Hill.

 Mr. John Duffy of Tullynavall went out of his way more than once at the end
 of a hard day's work to uncover wanted oak piles in his field. Nor was he less
 hospitable in his own house.

 Many others when applied to, either by word of mouth or by letter, gave all
 the information in their power. The Editor, while not disguising his disagreement
 with conclusions and suggestions in section 4, put us right on many cases of
 derivation and made valuable suggestions on other points.

 It is proposed in the first place to ?eprint earlier descriptions with the ex
 ception of those by the late Canon Lett and W. de V. Kane which can only be
 summarised but which are available elsewhere in extenso, and also to describe the
 entrenchment as it remains, adding notes on its former state from older maps,
 Then to describe its construction and any objects which are known to have been
 found in its neighbourhood ; to compare it with other large ramparts, to note its
 associations and finally to discuss its purpose and date.

 1. PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS.

 The following have been gathered from various sources :

 1707. The earliest description is that found in a letter addressed to Samuel Molyneux,
 now in T.C.D. Library.

 Dorsey, December ist, 1707.

 " At the townland of Dorsey in the Barony of the F ewes there is a ditch 15 yards

 thick, at the bottom, g yards high, where highest, 6 commonly ; the trenches on each
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 side of equal depth to it /[yards \ wide at bottom, 22 yards at top : the whole work
 from the outward brink of the one trench to the out. brink of the other is forty-four
 yards over. It begins at Tyrone s Ditches at the Glennbog in the C. Armagh
 eight miles distant from this place (as the people that pretended to know most of it
 said) runs -through this County into the County of Monaghan and so into the
 County of Cavan ; where it ends is uncertain.?In many places it only remains
 visible on the tops of hills not the least footsteps of it anywhere to be seen in the
 bogs.?At this place (which lies directly on the road between Dundalk and Armagh,
 eight miles distant from the former, sixteen from the latter) there seems to have
 been a gate, as may be easily concluded from its name ; the Irish call it Dorras

 Fuyee, that is, the gate at, or of, the Feives, though they commonly interpret it
 in a larger sense viz. : the gate (or inlet) of Ulster. About forty paces eastward

 from the road at this place there begins a new ditch (out of, and of the same form
 with, the main work) of about half a mile, which with part of the great ditch
 encloses a piece of this land (see the figure below).1 Within this enclosure ten
 years since there were dug up sword blades, skeans, wood cinders and a Cannon
 ball (at least it was of the same mettal and figure of one) at the depth of two foot
 from the surface ' the Cannon ball with the rust was grown as big one s head,
 but only about the bigness of a walnut remained sound of it.jy

 1804. Sir Chas. Coote writing in 1804 merely mentions " lines of circumvallation "
 near Newtownhamilton half a mile in circumference and that " this noted

 place is called Clogh a meathair."2 He adds a " tradition " that the Irish
 army hemmed in and besieged a large detachment of Cromwell's army at
 this place during an entire winter.

 Sir Charles had not a favourable " press " on the publication of his book.
 The Newry Magazine, then edited by James Stuart, contains correspondence
 charging him with numerous errors and doubting whether he had seen the
 half of what he wrote about ! Certain it is that his map of Co. Armagh,
 a portion of which we reproduce on another page, depicts rivers running
 in unbelievable courses.

 1816. In Shaw-Mason s Statistical Accounts of 1816, that for the parish of Creggan
 was contributed by Rev. H. Stewart, who is quite silent about Dorsey.

 1835. Ordnance Survey Name Books (at Phoenix Park).
 " Dorsy. T)o-pp ?i-oe = doors or gates.
 This is a large townland and situated in the north of the Parish. The remains

 of an Ancient Entrenchment and Rampart is partly in this townland.
 Tullynavall. Uulaig n a o pat = Hill of the enclosures. Parish of Creggan.
 This is a northern townland. There is part of the remains of an Ancient

 Entrenchment to be seen in this townland, the remaining part is in ll Dorcey."
 1 For this figure, see Section 4.
 2 See Section 2.
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 John 0 Donovan's letter to O.S. Office.
 " / next proceeded westward accompanied by Lts. James & Bordes, to view a

 curious rampart in the townland of Dorsy in the parish of Creggan. It resembles
 the Danes Cast, except that instead of running directly across the country, it

 forms the figure of a spheroidical form consisting of a lofty rampart & two deep
 ditches. It is levelled in many places ; but the peasantry point out how the
 ring was connected. It was about a mile and a quarter in the greatest diameter
 & about 2\ miles in circumference. In the low and boggy parts of this Town
 land the rampart was connected by means of causeways formed of pieces of timber

 morticed and connected by tenents. Some of the peasants say it is the work of
 the Danes, others say it was made during the wars of Ireland. The ancient
 road to Armagh passed through this rampart. The name of the Townland is
 T)?t\fA, which the peasants say signifies gates, because there were many gates
 on the road passing through this rampart.

 They sometimes call the Townland ?Aile?iAn->O?rvf?,'/.?.?/?? town of the gates,
 & sometimes T)?f\f a ah pe?*o?, the gates of the Feivs. My opinion respecting
 this gigantic fortification is that it was erected by the chief of the territory, to
 serve as a fastness into which he might drive his cattle & convey his other property
 in time of war with his neighbours, & to command the great and import pass
 into the North. That it was used by O Neill in latter times can scarcely be
 doubted, for many leaden balls shot of the ramparts were found by the farmers.11

 John O Donovan.

 1836. Lewis s Topographical Dictionary mentions under Newtownhamilton the
 remains of an extensive embankment at Clogh-a-mether, said to have been
 the residence of Neil of Ulster between whom and Baldragh, Prince of Louth,
 a battle was fought near the town. That the fort was nearly 2 miles in circuit,
 an army of Cromwell's wintered in it in 1645 (sic) and was severely harassed.

 Under Creggan he mentions it as " a mile in length and about -|- of a mile
 in breadth intersected by roads/'

 1838. John Donaldson in his Statistical Account of the Barony of Upper Fews, writes :
 " There is an extensive line of entrenchment in the south division of this barony,

 which from time immemorial has received the name of l Darsey Ramparts.1
 This place, Sir Charles Coote, in his Survey of the County of Armagh, denomin
 ates to be ' Traces of an encampment upwards of a mile in circumference, where
 part of the English army under Cromwell were obliged to continue a whole winter,
 having been hemmed in by the Irish on all sides..1

 We have no account of any such occurrence in any history of Cromwell1 s wars
 that the writer has seen ; nor does he believe it is to be found in any author of
 celebrity, but is of opinion it was first introduced by some fanciful writer into his
 itinerary, and from thence copied into the ' Traveller's Directory ' and other later
 publications.
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 The sappers and miners sent by Government to make out the Ordnance Surveys,
 probably deceived by this account, have completed the imaginary circumvallation
 through a circuit of about two Irish miles, and laid it down on their maps, where
 no vestiges of an entrenchment ever existed in the memory of the oldest persons
 extant (except a few perches which probably was a kind of outwork) and it is
 highly improbable if it did exist that there could be much of it defaced or levelled
 without some traditionary account of it remaining, for the peasantry are extremely
 averse to levelling or disturbing such works from superstitious instincts. What
 is visible of this entrenchment, instead of being lines of circumvallation, extends
 with little deviation from a straight line, or direction, over the large townland of
 Darsey in three great ramparts (the centre one being most elevated) with two deep
 ditches or banks into the townland of Tullinavall, where it gives name to a hill
 called Drummill, or ' The hill of cast up earth ' ; it then approaches to a barrow
 or fort called Lislowille (which probably derives its name from the Irish words
 Lis-Laoch Vile?that is, ' The fort of many champions '), where it is lost in a bog.

 It is remarkable that in this bog and in another in the opposite side or west of
 this fort some kind of defensive work made up of rows of stakes of black oak
 timber have been found ; these stakes were driven into the ground, and supported
 on each side by horizontal beams of the same kind, which were perforated and
 secured with timber also. The upper part of almost the whole of these stakes
 bear evident marks of being once consumed by fire* Vestiges of the entrench
 ment after passing over these bogs and hollow grounds are again visible in the
 townland of Cloghog?the line being near three Irish miles in length.
 Mr. John Bell, the landscape painter, in his antiquarian researches, about 23

 years ago, traced defensive works of this kind (which are called by the country
 people Druagh or Dane s Cast) through an extent of nearly 20 miles over different
 townlands on the east of this country, contiguous to Newry, and through a portion
 of the County Down, where he lost all traces of it near Lisnagade fort, and it is
 certain there are similar entrenchments to be found in the Counties of Monaghan
 and Cavan. Besides these evidences, history informs us that defensive works
 of the same kind in England, Scotland, and other places, are of much ancienter
 date than the period alluded to by Sir Charles. With respect to those kind of
 entrenchments and defensive works in this kingdom history is silent, and their
 origin is lost in fiction ; but it is more than probable it ivas before the use of fire
 arms or cannons in war, for they are not calculated for a defence against those
 kinds of weapons, and it is the general opinion that they were cast up and con
 structed by some Danish or Irish sept for the purpose of defending their country
 from the hostile inroads and invasions of its neighbours.

 * Footnote.?A heavy piece of timber, in shape much like a hand beetle,
 has been found, supposed to have been used in driving those pieces of timber ;
 also a pavement of stakes near a perch square has been discovered a considerable
 time ago, with marks of ashes on it ; also a pair of querns, which were before the
 introduction of mills into the kingdom made use of for grinding corn, &c."
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 1840. MS. History of the Parish of Creggan from 1671-1840, By Rev. Simeon Nelson
 of Pettigo (died 1847).

 Extract from a copy from which three pages are missing, in the possession
 of the Rector of Creggan ; the original is stated to be in the possession of
 Samuel Nelson of Freeduff, Esquire :?

 " In this parish we have a consider able-line of Dowa or Dane's Cast as it is
 called, it is first visible in the townland of Umerican, there it crosses over in a
 westerly direction the townlands of Dorsey and Tullinavall, in the latter of which
 it gives name to a large hill, Drummill (see appendix,1 it then approaches to
 a forth called Lislewilla, Lios Lioch Uila, the fort of many champions, where it
 is lost in a bog. We have no more traces of it visible in this parish, only a small
 portion that it faintly marked in the west of the townland of Cloghog. These
 appear to have been great strength of antiquity and occupy a large quantity of
 land ; they consist of three great mounds of earth cast up, the centre is the largest
 and stands on a base of about 60 feet, in each side of this one there is a large deep
 pit out of which it appears the stuff was taken to make up the middle one. The
 small ramparts stands one on each side of the large one on the whole, showing the
 perseverance and strength of the ancient undertakers.

 Sir Charles Coote, in his survey of the county, calls this extensive line of entrench
 ment ' lines of circumvallation of an encampment above a mile and a half in
 circumference where the Irish Army hemmed in a large detachment of Cromwell's
 forces, and besieged them a whole winter.' This place, probably, Sir Charles
 never saw, but copied the account from an ancient Traveller's Directory or some
 other book.2 If he did see it, he must certainly have been mistaken with respect
 to its being a line of circumvallation, as the entrenchment extends in nearly a
 straight line from east to west for several miles without the appearance of a curve,
 and Mr. John Bell in his antiquarian researches traced this line over the eastern
 part of the county into the county of Down ; besides history informs us that there
 are many works of a similar kind in England and Scotland, which are of much
 more ancient date than that period alluded to by Sir Charles. With respect to these
 entrenchments in Ireland history is silent, but they are supposed to be cast up
 by Danish or Irish sept to defend their country from the hostile inroads of its
 neighbours.

 In the bogs on the east and west of the barrow or fort (Lislewilla) before mentioned,

 and in the line of entrenchments, several rows of stakes and beams of black oak
 have been found, which are of considerable extent and placed as follows :?
 Two large beams are placed near each other horizontally, with three mortices in
 each, one at each end, and one in the middle through which there are pieces of
 timber in the form of wedges driven into the clay beneath ; between these beams,

 1 The Appendix merely gives a supposed derivation of the name.
 2 See page 610 Post Chaise Companion, 3rd ed. 1803, with same details.

 L
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 which are about five feet asunder there are stakes driven the ends of which stand
 up, and with few exceptions all bear the marks of burning, however some of these
 stand higher than the rest and seem not to have been burned ; probably they were
 all the same length at first ; convenient to this several articles were found such
 as pipes, mallets and other instruments of mechanism. Many conjectures
 have been formed about the use, and by whom this was made. From the instru
 ments found thereat being Danish, it is plain that it was the Dane formed that
 curious structure, but the purpose for which it was constructed remains as yet
 a query, for my own part I would conclude both from the form and direction
 leading from one rampart to another, that it was a kind of causeway or passage
 between these monuments of ancient strength and grandeur."

 1917. W. de V. Kane in Proceedings R.I.A.
 His description is quoted largely from Canon Lett's article.

 1917. Hugh Kelly in a letter to Henry Morris quoted by W. de V. Kam, mentioned
 that he had learned from traditional sources that the present fortifications
 of The Dorsey are only a portion of what once existed in that neighbourhood,
 namely a great wall or rampart, which had been demolished, but of which
 he can yet distinguish some traces.

 1898. Canon H. W. Lett in Journal RSAI.
 This excellent article illustrated by plans, sections, and photographs is

 too lengthy to quote. It has been consulted throughout the preparation
 of this paper and is alluded to in many places. Canon Lett quotes many
 legends and extracts from annals and ancient tales, but we cannot agree
 with many of his conclusions nor with his occasional derivations from the
 Gaelic place names.

 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ENTRENCHMENT.

 (The descriptions from the earlier Ordnance Survey 6"-to-the-mile maps of 1836 and 1857 are
 printed in italics to avoid confusion.)

 The following is a description of The Dorsey as it now remains together with
 comparisons with the earliest Ordnance Survey Map, 6" to the mile, surveyed in
 1835 but not published till 1836 which will be alluded to as " 1836 map," the O.S.
 6" map of 1857 (" 1857 map "), the present day O.S. map surveyed in 1907 and
 revised in 1923 and an air-photo taken by the R.x\.F. in 1929 for the Government
 of Northern Ireland. The figures and letters refer to points indicated on the maps.

 EASTERN END.

 1-7. Present state : Starting at a point 1 on the Silverbridge-Johnston's Barracks
 Newtown Hamilton road, on rising ground just north of Coulter's Bridge over the
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 Ummericam stream, on the eastern side of the road, a field will be noticed whose
 northern wall is considerably higher than the level of the field adjoining. In this
 next field, running parallel and close to the dividing wall and bank, is the suggestion
 of a broad very slight depression running from 1 to 2.1 From 2 to 3 there remains
 a short but very marked section of the inner ditch with part of the centre rampart
 standing high above the level of the outside ground on the east. This portion
 runs almost exactly due N. and S., the angle at 2 being a right angle.2 The outer
 ditch, if one existed, and part of the rampart has been levelled away. The same
 fate has befallen the whole structure from 3 to 4 but the site can be detected by
 small differences of field level. Between 4 and 5 a very slight depression across the
 corner of the field and a corresponding dip and rise in the ditch at 5 mark the course,
 but between 5 and 6 no connection is now visible. Here however there is a small
 isolated piece of rampart and of one ditch in which a flax hole now exists. The
 line of the rampart then bends to follow the sharp angle of the Ummericam river
 from 6 to 7. Canon Lett believed that the river changing its course had eaten
 into and carried away both rampart and outer ditch, adducing this as evidence
 of the great age of the structure, but firstly it is doubtful whether a change in a
 stream especially when one finds a weir and the remains of a mill-race marked at
 the very spot is really evidence of any great age, and secondly, it is quite possible
 and in agreement with the practices of the builders of other great earthen ramparts
 such as the Danes' Cast and The Worm Ditch in Ireland and other examples in
 England and Denmark, that the Dorsey builders availed themselves of and substi
 tuted for their defence works the natural defence of a river and probable marsh or
 lake. If this has been so in this case, the ground inside the enceinte from 5 to 7
 being at a level very much above that of the stream, there may never have been
 anything but a vanished breastwork or earthen parapet on the edge of the higher
 ground. Canon Lett's map depicts a very small piece of rampart in the angle of
 the stream on its eastern side where our figure 7 is marked, but this does not now
 exist nor is it shown on earlier maps.

 The remaining portion from 7 to 10 needs special description, so we will first
 compare the part from 1 to 7 with the older maps.

 The 1836 Map shows a single broad bank very definitely shaded from 1 to 2 and
 continues this southward to 3, but instead of reaching the road at the point 4, it takes it
 to a more northerly point 23 perches south of the cross-road running west and at the
 corner of a garden or yard belonging to the house. Thence in an almost straight line
 to point 5. Here it is certain that the map direction is wrong, for it is evident on the
 ground that the rampart formerly ran to point 4. From 5 the rampart is shown con
 tinuing, somewhat inwardly bent at the stream angle and joins the section 8-10 some
 distance from the stream.

 1 Dr. Chart, in Antiquity, Dec., 1930, remaks on a low mound running from 2 in continuation
 of the outer breastwork of section 1-2 (if there ever was a breastwork) towards the Ummericam
 river, but agrees with us in believing it to be natural.

 2 This abrupt angle is very peculiar. No reason has been advanced for its shape.
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 The 1857 Map marks as (< site," i.e. parallel dotted lines, the sections 1-2 and 3-7,
 the northern lines running each side of the field fence and in the other section it corrects
 the old map as to direction at 4, 5 and 6. It shows no corresponding bend at the last
 point, but, dealing as the Surveyors apparently were, with a then non-existing object
 they were doubtless guided partly by verbal information and tradition as well as by the
 map of twenty years before. Between 2 and 3 it depicts a narrow trench enlarged slightly
 in the field at 3.

 The air photo does not add to our knowledge in this eastern portion : the sun
 being almost due south cannot throw it into relief by shadows. The two faint light
 lines enclosing a darker band which are discernable from 3 to 4, a dark shadow band
 across 4 to 5, and a rough appearance of the ground along the hedge from 5 bending
 to meet the flax hole, probably indicate the site of one of the fosses. Incidentally
 very faint trace can be seen of a short vanished field fence shown on the 1857 maP
 across the corner at 6.

 Canon Lett mentions that at the time he wrote (1898), the occupier was filling and
 levelling what was left of the embankment.

 SOUTHERN OR DOUBLE RAMPART SECTIONS.

 7-10. Present state: From 7 and 8 to the old Coach Road (the BealaehMornaFeadha
 or Great Road of the Fews) at 10 and on the other side from 10 to the marsh at 11,
 is one of the two well preserved and best known parts of the " Ramparts." They
 are very imposing and of great magnitude. Canon Lett's measurements?Rampart
 20 feet high and total width of fosses and rampart 120 feet, is accurate evidence.

 From the river at 7-8 to the road at 10 the 1836 Map shows a somewhat mysterious
 and interesting plan of which figure 2 A is an enlargement, B, C and D are enlargements
 of the same section from the 1857 and present day maps.

 It will be seen that in 1836 we have first a northernmost rampart from 10 bending
 towards the north-east at 7a and continuing to the river. We have also a second rampart
 from the road at 9 running parallel to the first as far as 9a and separated from it by a
 fosse. This rampart, unlike its fellow, continues in a straight line to 8 where it reaches
 the mill-race (now merely a dry cutting). It does not bend at 7a and what is more re
 markable the fosse between them is shown continuing with it from 9a to 8 and not bending
 round with the inner rampart. On the top of this second or outer rampart a,re shown
 three parallel straight lines running its whole length. In modern map making and by
 analogy with the rest of the 1836 map, these would represent three parallel fences but
 the total width across the three cannot be greater than 25 feet ! Puzzling as these three
 lines are, they may be left at present to return to the more important second outer rampart.

 In the 1857 Map Fig. 2B, two ramparts1 are also shown but both are drawn straight,
 merely diverging slightly from each other. The outer one follows exactly the line shown

 1 Mr. Carlielle, Superintendent of the O.S. Office, Belfast, states that it is not now possible
 to be sure of interpreting the shading on this 1857 map.
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 Ctoss Section

 Fig. 2A, 1836 Map.  Fig. 2B, 1857 Map.

 * M??.? 1*4.

 9a

 Cross Section

 Fig. 2C, present day Map.

 Gross S action

 Fig. 2D, The Ground.

 Fig. 2. Enlargements of the portion between the Ummericam river and old road as shown
 on the three Ordnance Maps and as now discernable on the ground.
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 in 1836. Turning to the present-day map surveyed in 1907, revised in 1920, we find no
 indication whatever of anything but one large rampart accompanied by a fosse on each
 side. Canon Lett mentions the section 9-8 as an " outer rampart," but he clearly re
 garded it merely as an outer breastwork to the fosse and not as a second rampart distinct
 from its fellow..

 On examination, the ground however is found to bear out the 1836 and 1857
 maps. The base of this second rampart is still in situ, much of it no doubt having
 been destroyed. This destruction was easy, for it does not itself seem to have had
 any fosse beyond it. It is broad based and, except for the small piece at a mentioned
 by Canon Lett, which has been entirely levelled, it runs straight from the old
 road at 9 to the " mill-race " at 8. Turning to the air photo, the divergence is
 not markedly strong but the shape is obscured by bushes and their shadows. The
 mass of the outer rampart is evident and it is also plain that in the portion of the
 entrenchment on the side of the road from 10 to 11 there has also been a continuation

 of this outer rampart, the abrupt upward slope of the broad band of ground adjoining
 it on the south side is clearly shown by the light reflected from it. This rampart
 is also shown on the 1836 map, though it had disappeared twenty-one years after
 in 1857.

 In this connection it may not be out of place to remark that the entrenchment
 has always been known by the people around as the Ramparts or the Walls of Dorsey,
 not the Rampart nor the Wall. It is certainly arguable that this is because there
 are two separate sections very plainly in evidence while the rest does not now show
 except to careful examination, but against this must be put the fact that at any
 rate as late as 1836 it was known to those living there that it had formerly been a
 continuous enclosed entrenchment and not two separate fortifications. The name
 therefore?Ramparts or Walls?being in the plural and probably having been
 handed down for generations is also evidence that there were two ramparts. John
 Donaldson, curiously, describes it in 1838 as composed of " three great ramparts
 with two great ditches." The question is dealt with later.

 10-11. Present state : Continuing our survey round the position, the portion from
 10 to 11 runs steeply down the hill side in a straight line and in a westerly direction,
 until it dies away in the level marsh below. It is quite bare of undergrowth and
 strikes the visitor as a mighty grassy embankment, running between two wide
 fosses, that on the north shallow and broken from subsequent levelling, while that
 on the south is exceedingly broad and deep?almost a ravine, it is the only part
 where an ordinary camera can do any justice to the entrenchment, but even here
 the great width diminishes in the photograph the height of the rampart and depth
 of the fosse.

 As already mentioned, the second rampart shown on the 1836 Map has been
 levelled, but has left its trace in the field adjoining on the south.

 WTe reproduce Canon Lett's diagram, figure B of which represents a vertical
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 section a short distance west of the "old road,"1 also two recent photographs taken
 from the marsh below. Neither section nor photograph reveals the slight remain
 ing trace of the outer rampart.

 Canon Lett gives the depth of the northern fosse as 14 feet and of the southern
 23 feet. The inner fosse and part of the rampart has suffered from the hand of
 modern man since 1857. No inner breastwork of any size is now to be seen and may
 never have existed. A short distance from 10 the inner fosse has been very con
 siderably filled in, carrying a road-way to the near-by house, while, still further

 1697. 10 , O ?0 10 30 4O ?ET nmhml I I 1'=)
 Fig. 3. Canon Lett's Sections.

 A. Just N.E. of point 16. B. Between points 10 and 11.
 C. Just S.W. of Drummill Bridge.

 down, the centre rampart itself has been cut awray. An exposed section shows
 a very homogeneous earthen construction; none but the smallest of stones are visible
 and they in very small proportion. Shortly before the rampart reaches the more
 level ground its tip turns in a slightly northerly direction.

 On the 1836 Map a comparison between the shading in this position with that from
 15 to 16, will clearly demonstrate that 10 to 11 represents two ramparts divided by a
 fosse while 15 to 16 depicts a single rampart attended by fosses on either side. It is
 difficult to suggest where the present inner, or northerly, fosse is supposed to be indicated
 on this old map unless it is to be understood as running along the northern edge of the
 inner rampart. This portion is shown connected by a faintly shaded bank to the house
 on the low rocky knoll at 12. Map 1857, so far as one can interpret it, reverses the
 delineation to agree with the present two fosses divided by the main rampart. Here also
 dotted lines are given whether from tradition or from the earlier map cannot now be said.

 The aeroplane camera shows the levelled pit in the rampart, but no definable
 indication of any further entrenchment until near the house 13. Nothing is trace

 1 It may be noted here, that by a slip on page 3 of his article, the section made at
 this point is given as section C, whereas it must be section B.
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 able on the ground which must undoubtedly have been even more marshy in early
 times than now. The cottage 12 stands on a small rocky hillock above water level.
 From this point the 1836 Map shows the faint bank continuing to the stream at 12a,
 thence curving to Mr. Muckian's house, 13, which with its yard and part of its lane
 are shown as actually on the bank. Here turning abruptly, where the present
 Armagh road now runs, it curves gently to join the Dorsey river at Drummill bridge
 at 15.

 It may be noted here that the shading on the 1836 map is very much less marked
 in the sections 11 to 15, 20 to 21, and 23 to 29 than elsewhere, and that from 32 to 2,
 2 to 4, 7 to 11, and 15 to 16 the ramparts would seem to have been in a much better state
 of preservation at that time.1 For 40 yards on each side of the stream at 12a the oldest
 map gives its the interesting information that the section was piled. One cannot con
 ceive of any very considerable earthen bank being supported in this way but a causeway
 of communication with a protective palisade would be needed across the water-covered
 portion, both here and at the four other places where piles are marked.

 The indications show two rows of horizontal baulks the space between being filled
 by 3 rows of piles driven down vertically. The map, strictly read, shows slopes on each
 side of the piling denoting a raised bank. On a later page will be found some descriptions
 of piling actually found in the last century.

 11-15. Present state : After the marsh crossing, we find nothing now remaining
 until almost at house 13, where the piesent narrow lane runs in the outer ditch or
 fosse, the remains of a rampart or breastwork being plainly traceable in the field
 adjoining on the north-west. At the road the rampart turns sharply, the road
 itself for 100 yards running parallel if not actually on the site of the outer ditch.
 As far as the point 14 the steeply sloping rampart is found in the field, but from there
 to 15 where aftei a curving course it joined the river at Drummill Bridge it can only
 be detected on the ground by slight variations in the angles of slope. It is possible
 that in this section from 13 to 15 the defence consisted of the steep hill-brow scarped
 into a steeper slope surmounted by an added rampart but with no inner ditch. It
 is probable that the Dorsey river, at the time the entrenchment was constructed,
 ran along under this steep slope for the whole length of this section and indeed
 even to-day it forms a line of defence right to the point 12a, from which to point 11
 little other fortification would be needed save the impassable marsh. The line met

 Drummill bridge or ford on the top of a rocky bank which in part has been blasted
 away in the making of the road from Dundalk.2

 The 1836 Map indicates the rampart from 13 to 15 by the faint class of shading,
 and because it still exists from 13 to 14 it is clear that the 1836 surveyors did mark

 1 John O Donovan at the same date definitely states that the rampart " is levelled in many
 places, but the peasantry point out how the ring was connected." But see later under " Con
 struction, etc."

 2 This road the " New Line " was not in existence in 1777 (Taylor and Skinner), but had
 been made as far south as Cortresla Bridge in 1835 (O.S. map).
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 THE RAMPART AND TWO FOSSES
 looking eastward from the point 11.

 THE STONE OF CAILLAGH BERI OR CLOCH MHEIDRE ? OR WHITE
 STONE OF WATCHING ?

 Behind the stone is the part of the entrenchment between 16a and 15. The road at the
 left middle distance is 14-13. Beyond lies the central marsh, and further of! still, the
 section 10-11 is visible foreshortened along the edge of a large light field. At the back lies

 Slieve Gullion.
 (Photographs kindly given by Mr. W. A. Green, Antrim)
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 actually existing banks by this convention. It would seem safe in ordinary cases to
 assume therefore, since the whole enceinte is laid down in shading ivhich at its faintest
 is not less marked than this section, that in their day there were actual banks visible
 round the whole circuit however lowered they may have become, but John 0 Donovan
 and John Donaldson contradict this. Map 1857 ^s us nothing further, using the
 dotted-line convention which is supposed to indicate an invisible site.

 On the air photo the portion from 14 to 15 is very clearly shown by a dark band
 between a narrow light band to the north and a broad light area to the south?due
 probably to the varying strength of reflected light due to differences in ground
 angle. In an exaggerated foim the diagram Fig. 4 would represent the ground
 section which to the camera vertically above it might give the result visible on the
 air photo.

 Fig. 4. Diagram attempting to explain in an exaggerated manner, how the ground slopes
 between points 14a and 15 cause the light and dark bands on the air-photo.

 The broad and the narrow slope more directly facing the sun would both reflect
 the rays upwards to the camera lens. The level or contrary sloping, part would not
 receive as much light and would reflect what did reach it in a different* direction.
 This would therefore photograph as a darker band. The hill top sloping less gradually
 would also reflect away from the lens the light striking it and would by its
 darker shade on the photograph throw up the contrasting narrow slope. An
 examination of the ground after this diagram had been made confirmed it as quite
 a fair representation of the actual contour.

 M
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 In the gap at 15 on the west side of the river the rampart probably stood on
 the flat waste piece of ground beside the bridge.

 15-16. Present state : Then comes the second very massive portion of the entrench
 ment running uphill on the west side of the river from Drummill Bridge over the
 top of the hill and down to the Caraher's disused turf bog at 16 and 17. It is to
 be remarked that both of the strongly entrenched sections cross at right angles
 two high ridges, running up the slopes and down the other sides. In other words
 they both protect the encampment from the easy line of approach along the tops
 of two ridges coming from the south. They are both on the southern section of
 the " trapezoid." At the outside ends of each are river and marsh or bog. In
 the less strongly fortified centre is the large marshy valley, also protected for a
 considerable part of the way by the curving Dorsey river.

 To-day this 15-16 portion consists of a very steep-sided high rampart accom
 panied on each side by a deep ditch, the outer edges of which, forming the field
 boundaries, are slight breastworks or parapets (see sections A and E on figure Fig. 3).
 At 16a part has been flattened?the site of a vanished house marked on 1836 map.
 At this point there is a marked backward (southward) deflection in its course. From
 16a to 16, an outer or southern rampart of considerable size is still in existence
 though broken through in places.1 It is possible that it may have been wider and
 higher.

 At point 16 the inner rampart and inner fosse turn north-westward and end
 at the field fence, but the outer fosse continues in a much straighter line down to
 the bog into which it drains. Unfortunately the outer rampart has been levelled
 away at 16. Whether it curved in consonance with the central one having been
 subsequently washed away by the draining of water down its fosse (or dug away
 for some unknown purpose,) the fosses being then connected with the marsh cannot
 be determined. The 1857 Map shows that the marsh then reached to this point 16
 and covered the lower corner of the field at D. When the turf was cut, doubtless the
 drain from the fosse to the lowered bog was made.

 WESTERN END.

 A marsh, known as Caraher's bog, forms the western boundary of the Dorsey.
 Canon Lett states that it was named Tonislegh. Mr. Kane notes a number of place
 names situated along the line of the " Worm Ditch" in the centre and west of Ireland
 which, he believed, contain "UonnAC "2 a rampart. From the evidence of people now
 living and aged 7o,3 this marsh was formerly a rich and deep turf bog 20 or 30 feet

 1 Canon Lett's Diagram also marks this thick base of an outer rampart.
 2 This word contiAC?really rornuxc, with the f eclipsed by the affixed u, comes from the

 verb fonriAim, I stake, whence palisade, mound or wall. Tawnagh in Irish place names is either
 from rAmnAC?a green field on a waste, bog or bleak mountain side or u?n meaning low lying
 ground. Tonislegh probably means the low lying part of the (bog) road

 3 Mr. Golloghly, living in house nearest bog, (see later), and others.
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 higher in level than at present. The marsh continues westward and south-westward
 round the foot of two ridges the first unnamed and the second Cregganduff, on
 which stands a large circular fort. John Donaldson gives the fort's name as Lisio
 willa which he misinterprets as the fort of the many champions. Curiously enough
 Mr. Golloghly casually mentioned that the fort was the " Fort of the Hayroes '^
 though he had heard no Irish name.

 16-19. At the point 16, as already described, the rampart turns north-westwards,
 ending in its present finely preserved condition at the hedge. At point 17 are two
 small earthen hillocks and between these points, 16 and 17, across the corner of the
 field can be traced the very shallow depression marking the inner fosse. A
 decided difference can also be seen in the vegetation, due to the greater depth
 of humus filling up the remains of the former fosses and the comparative barrenness
 of the ground on which the former rampart stood.

 In this field, outside the line of the entrenchment and from a foot to 3 inches
 under the surface there are now a number of pieces of blackened oak2 some of them
 10 feet long. They appear to be lying horizontally in the N.E. by N. and S.W. by S.
 direction, but little could be deduced from them unless the earth over the whole
 section could be carefully removed. The farmer who owns the field, Mr. John
 Duffy, who by the way, has very willingly gone to great trouble to assist those
 interested, stated that the plough often caught in these pieces and that therefore
 their positions might have been altered though because of their weight he doubted it.
 Neighbours stated that these were not hewn or tooled pieces of wood but the trunks
 and branches of trees, fir and oak, such as have been found and are still to be seen
 in and around the ground originally covered by the turf bog.3 They also stated
 that that particular corner of the field had been humpy and unlevel and that it
 had been levelled and lowered within the last 6 or 8 years. But a recent examin
 ation of two of these beams or piles showed that one end had been cut across by a
 tool while the other was pointed.4 The earth now looks solid, but at a depth of a
 foot or eighteen inches it is thoroughly wet, dark, and soggy.

 The 1836 map shows no sign of piling here, but Mr. Duffy states, and our ex
 perience, short as it has been, confirms him, that there are many of these pieces
 of oak in the lower part of his field.

 From points 17 to 18 it is difficult to say whether the broad strip of uncultivated
 rough ground between the tilled fields and the present marsh edge is the site of the
 ramparts and trenches, or whether they were sited actually on the bog itself.
 The position of the hillocks at 17 might suggest the latter position. Common

 1 Rev. L. P. Murray suggests the derivation Lis Leath Bhaile, the fort of the Half Townland,
 which is undoubtedly correct. See note 2, page 192.

 a The exact nature of the wood has not been proved.
 3 Canon Lett mentions measuring a stump of an oak tree projecting in the boggy meadow

 here, 4 ft. in diameter.
 4 See later, Section 5.
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 sense would support the former because of the existence of the strip of waste ground1
 and the more easily d?fendable solid ground. This point will be returned to later.

 At 18 the marsh ends, but extends south-westward in a narrow strip,
 then broadens and narrows once more until it ends in a stream carrying its surplus
 water south-westwards under a road into the Cullyhanna or Creggan river. There
 is to-day no trace of any fortification along here.

 It will be convenient now to compare the present condition of this section
 from Drummill Bridge with our older maps and other evidence.

 Starting once more from Drummill Bridge at 15, the 1836 Map shows a large and
 broad central rampart running continuously in a regular curve to a point much nearer
 18 than the existing traces at 17, flanked by a fosse and breastwork on the north and by
 a fosse and second considerable rampart on the south. The two ramparts are not defined
 nearly as definitely as from 7 to 11 where we are shown two equally broad banks. In
 the present case the northernmore or existing high rampart is shown very much broader,
 its fosse is smaller and less defined. The outer rampart is very similar in all but the
 strength of the ink to those at points 9 and 10. A house will be seen on the outer rampart
 at 16a with a small enclosure to the south. Strange to say, if a tracing of this section is
 laid over a recent six inch map, it is seen at once that the 1836 plan is not correctly sited,
 the curve being drawn without the backward bend which occurs at the house site. This
 accounts for the position bf the junction between marsh and rampart being placed so
 near to 18.

 The old survey having been made by chain, the Ordnance Survey officials of to-day
 are very puzzled to account for such a large error in a map surveyed by that method.
 However it is not of great importance except to warn us that too great dependence cannot
 be placed on the actual position of the entrenchment shown at some other places on the
 map and this is borne out by examination of the ground at sections 26-28 and 32-1.
 It may be noted too that field boundaries do not appear on the 1836 map thus afiording
 no check to the mappers, while the nature of the ground makes it impossible at ground
 level to see both halves of this section at the one time.

 The 1857 Map has a peculiar conventional marking for slopes upwards and down
 downwards which is not very easy to interpret. The Superintendent of the O.S. Office
 in Belfast states that where a slope is very small and there is a dotted line shown as well,
 it is difficult to decide which is the top, and that in such a case on the 1857 map, he would
 depend more on the 1836 survey because the surveyor then had the best chance of represent
 ing the feature. (As a matter of fact careful examination of the representation on the
 1857 maP of this section seems to show that the engraver did not find the field surveyor's
 drawing clear enough and as a consequence reversed the slopes making ditches into
 ramparts.).

 From 17 to 18 the earliest O.S. map shows a section of piling exactly similar to
 that across the marsh at 12a. This considered with the position of the existing hummocks

 1 Mr. Duffy has never worked it, because " it wras the remains of a bog."
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 at 17 and the fact that where the rampart crossed marshy places at other sections piling
 is also shown would all suggest that the line of the entrenchment from 17 to 18 ran
 actually on bog which then extended over the higher ground along it. Map 1857 gives
 no more information merely copying the site in dotted lines from the earlier edition.

 At 18 and 19 we now find on the 1836 Map the very interesting and important
 short section of piling1 and rampart running out in a south-westerly direction to 19

 for about 130 feet, the remnant certainly of an entrenched line leaving the Dorsey enceinte
 at this extreme eastern end. This will be dealt with later. It is not indicated in any
 way on the 1857 w#^>.

 18-21. Present state : Reverting again to the description of the now existing traces,
 a lane way will be found starting at 18 which forks after 60 yards ; the right hand
 branch runs on the line of the ditch for the last 34 yards of its length before it joins
 the field at 20. Quite an evident part of the rampart forms the right hand fence
 of the lane at this part.

 From 20 to 21 on the Cullyhanna road the site is marked by nothing but the
 westerly edge of the field and its ditch. This ditch a number of years ago drained
 the eastern part of Caraher's (Tonislegh) Bog when its level was considerably
 higher.

 Going back to the older surveys, the 1836 map continues the uninterrupted single
 lightly-shaded low and broad bank, while that of 1857 follows with the dotted-lined site,

 making the laneway in its middle section run along outside the bank and aligning
 the outer edge of the rampart from 20 to 21 on the field drain.

 THE NORTHERN SECTION.
 21-24. Present state : On the other side of the Cullyhanna road there is now a quite
 distinct low bank running down to the Dorsey river at 22.

 Between the river and the Newtownhamilton road at 24 there is practically
 nothing visible on the ground. A very slight hollow in the field next the river,
 especially at 23 seems to lie on the probable line. In the air photo at just this point
 appears a broad dark band edged by a narrow light one on each side in a line with
 the 21-22 piece. At the point 23 it becomes very faint, but appears to bend north

 westwards towards the position 24.
 The oldest map gives us again a piled section from 22 to 23 followed by a bank to 24.

 The shading on each side of both piled part and bank is more strongly marked than at
 17, 18, 19, showing that a higher mound was intended. It shmvs no bend at 23, nor
 does the 1857 edition. The latter copies the direction, merely giving the site indication
 right to Mr. John Burns house at 32.

 24.1. Present state : Leaving the road at 24 there is a marked broad bank forming
 the boundary of a field to 25. From that point to the road at 26 the ground inside

 1 Canon Lett records that the peasantry told him of their finding oak " stakes " or " slabs "
 here with " collars " of oak fitted to them and that " this was the way out to the country and
 away through Ireland."
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 or to the south of the field fence is very much higher than the level of the small
 field outside to the north, and undoubtedly the rampart ran along here to 26. The
 fence line from 24 to 26 in plan is not now a regular curve similar to that of the
 rampart as shown on the 1836 map, but has a blunt re-entrant angle at 25. The
 air photo beyond showing the bank 24-25, and the difference in level from 26 to 27,
 shortly to be referred to, gives no indication whatever of any entrenchment until
 we reach points 29-30.

 From 26 to 28 it is puzzling at this date to decide the direction of the rampart.
 The oldest map shows it continuing approximately in a straight line across the yard
 of the house on the east of the road, across the adjoining field well inside its northern
 fence, down across the northern end of the big central marsh just at the foot of the
 most northerly rocky knoll (B), (where occurs the longest piled segment round
 point 28), up the rising slope on the eastern side, under two small buildings, then curv
 ing north-easterly to the large house now occupied by Mr. John Burns at 32. The
 actual intended line is better seen on map 1857 where the fields are shown and the
 rampart site copied from the earlier edition.

 In trying to follow this on the ground and examining the field immediately
 east of the haggard at 26, even under lighting from a sun very low in the sky, it
 was impossible to detect any indication whatever of depression or swelling.
 Possibly it has been completely ploughed to an even surface. The indicated line
 of the rampart running directly down the slope of the field towards the marsh, one
 would expect, ploughing being usually up and down hill, that some sign would still
 remain.1 On the other hand the ground outside the northern boundary of the
 haggard and of the field from 26 to 27 is six to eight feet lower than the inside,
 the dividing bank being almost perpendicular. This tempts one to suggest this
 field boundary at least as far as 27 as marking the vanished defence, but the northerly
 divergence of the later part seems somewhat against the theory. Across the marsh
 there is naturally nothing in the way of survival, nor could anything be traced
 up the very rough and uncultivated slope as far as 30. It is probable that the long
 wall to 29 marks the position. Certainly the trace of a ruin corresponding with
 the 1836 house still abuts the wall, which in its turn runs to house 29, shown in
 1836 and still standing but uninhabited. Local tradition bears witness that house
 29 stood on the rampart. More definite is the statement by Mr. Burns that from
 29 across the corner of the next field to 30, the rampart wras finally levelled within
 his memory. He is well over 70 years of age. The site is confirmed here on the
 air photo by the same two parallel light lines enclosing a darker strip. In the corner
 of the next field at 30 there is a very deep ditch. At 32 along the northern side
 of Mr. Burns' garden is another very broad and deep hollow close to the old road.
 A nineteenth century pound formerly existed in this hollow. Between 30 and 32
 there is still at 31 a very short rudiment of the former bank.

 1 Canon Lett describes this part in 1898 as " all but untraceable " from which one would
 infer that he was able to find some indication.
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 The 1836 Map continues the rampart in a definite strongly marked almost straight
 line from 32 eastward to the road at our original starting point at 1. Here again the
 exact position cannot be correct, for not only do the field fences, along which tradition
 states the rampart ran, form a slight blunt salient at about half the distance, but in this
 case the 1857 Map departs from the older edition, and follows these fences.

 This section crosses the top of the easternmore ridge. Mr. Burns states that
 the whole rampart was levelled within comparatively recent times but not, we believe,
 during his own life time. Parts of the present field fence banks are most probably
 remains of the rampart. On the air photo, along the northern side of these field
 boundaries a broad shallow depression can be discerned by the light reflected from
 its slope. Canon Lett also noted this depression.

 There remain a few features which have not yet been alluded to.

 At A almost on the summit of the ridge and in a field adjoining the ramparts,
 stands a pillar stone of which we give a photograph. It is five feet in height and
 marked by what Canon Lett describes as " several deep and curious marks like the
 impressions of a huge finger."1 This stone is known now, as it was when he wrote,
 as The White Stone of Calliagh Beri, and naturally, the marks were described to
 him as those of her fingers. He found the usual story that the stone had been thrown
 from the Calliagh's lake on Slieve Gullion's top. This class of traditional explanation
 may be safely ignored. The cairn and lake on Slieve Gullion bear the Calliagh's
 name, and she often appears in ancient myth though nowhere connected in any
 way with Dorsey. The Dorsey White Stone is in itself a lightish colour and we
 were informed that the Carahers, Mr. Duffy's predecessors, on whose land it stands,
 were accustomed to whiten it periodically. In this connection we have Coote and
 Lewis describing the Dorsey as Cloghameathair. We have failed to find this name
 in any other reference or in present day knowledge. It is. natural to connect it
 with this stone. The name is ungrammatical. It must be either Cloc n? tr?enle?
 the stone of or for the meadar or Ctoc n'ieiTq\e the meadar stone. The first must
 be the form Coote heard. Its suitability as a description may be gauged from the
 photograph and from the explanation that the word meadar, which comes from the
 Latan metocta, originally meant an eight gallon wooden cask and in modern times
 a churn.

 Canon Lett draws attention to two rocky hillocks standing out of the marsh
 at B and C on the northern centre of the waist, so to speak, of the Dorsey enceinte.
 He noticed that they were connected to the ridge 26-13 by a rise of ground, and
 states that the tops of both hillocks have " an irregular parapet of large stones
 round them." He concludes that they were the " citadels where the chief resided."
 We could not detect any parapet in either case. The hillocks are solid outcropping

 1 They seem merely the effect of weathering in a layer of softer composition than the rest
 of the stone. The stone is not marked on any of the current Ordnance Survey Maps, nor on
 those of 1836 or 57.

 2 I got this name from Hugh Kelly as then known, about 18 years ago.?Ed.L.A.J.
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 rock1, that on the north falls precipitously down on its northern and eastern sides
 to the marsh below it and is connected by a saddle with the southerly and lower
 hill. Both are covered thickly by gorse and bracken.

 The northern defence line must have crossed the bog just at the foot of the
 northern knoll. While there does not seem to be anything on the ground to connect
 these with fortification, still, being naturally difficult of access, they may well have
 been made use of in some way as part of the entrenchment. Their height relative
 to the bog surface would necessarily have been considerably less than it is to-day.

 It is quite clear from the general state that the Dorsey ramparts from 6 to i
 and thence to 32, 26 and 18 were never so strong as the southern line, but from
 ground level differences at 26, 30 and 32 they were of considerable size.

 The present inhabitants are unfortunately for the hope of local tradition, nearly
 all families who are comparatively new comers to the district. Mrs. Conlan near
 Dorsey School was the source of old knowledge and tradition to which we were often
 referred. Cheery and hospitable old lady, she gave us all the information she knew
 from the fairy music she had heard as a girl on summer evenings passing up the
 ramparts at Drummill Bridge, to the bog oak rafters of her cottage, dug from the
 turf around her.

 3. OBJECTS FOUND AT DORSEY OR NEIGHBOURHOOD.

 The number of objects recoided as having been found is meagre and their
 nature not very informative.

 Enquiry has been made without result at the British Museum, at the National
 Museum, Edinburgh, the Municipal Museum, Belfast and the Armagh Philosophical
 Society's Collection,2 but search kindly made by Mr. Gogan in the National Museum,
 Dublin, has to date brought to light a very nice bronze bridle-bit which was found
 in 1858 at Ummericam, an illustration of which is given heie.

 The table on the page opposite is a summary of recorded finds with an attempt
 to classify them in periods,

 Of these it will be noticed that there are several which because either of absence

 of detail in description (swords, skeanes3) or because of their own nature (such as
 querns) cannot be assigned to any definite period. Another class-?bullets, pipes,

 1 But are not indicated in any way on the current O.S. maps.
 2 The Collection in the possession of the Armagh Philosophical Society established in 1839

 by Dr. J. T. R. Robinson, Astronomer, Armagh Observatory, would be the natural place to
 expect to find such objects, but the Secretary informs me that the collection contains nothing
 from Dorsey or surrounding district.

 :v It may be noted that the Molyneux MS. says these and the wood cinders and cannon
 ball were found inside the east end of the Dorsey. (See Construction, Section 5).
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 Table of Objects Found. (See fuller descriptions following)

 Object.

 Where recorded Date of find.

 Period suggested.

 Where preserved

 Notes.

 Bronze bridle-bit .. JRSAI. V (consec.) 1858? Bronze Age 300 b.c.?i a.d.

 P. 58.

 Nat. Museum, Dublin

 Sword blades
 Skeans

 Black oak stakes
 and beams  Causeways of

 timber  Mallets

 Wood cinders

 Querns
 Pipes

 Bullets, lead
 Cannon Ball

 Other instruments .

 Molyneux MS. T.C.D.
 Donaldson

 Nelson
 O'Donovan

 O.S.L.

 O.S. Map 1836  Lett., JRSAI. VII

 1898. p. 6.

 Golloghly 1930.

 Donaldson and Nelson
 Molyneux MS.  Donaldson

 Nelson

 f O'Donovan O.S.I

 1 Lett.

 Molyneux MS.

 Nelson

 c. 1697 '

 "Considerable Date of Construction of the time before " Dorsey Entrenchment.

 1838

 ? do.  do.  do.  do.  do.  do.

 1840-90?
 c. 1880

 see above
 c. 1697  see above  c. 1697

 any period

 do.
 Cromwellian

 Elizabethan, Cromwellian
 or Confederates ?

 Mr. Gogan suggests N.W. Connacht as

 the dispersal centre, because of distribu tions of recorded finds. Did this bit

 belong to a chariot of Maeve's Army,

 lingering into the Iron age ?

 No description given. Found 2 feet

 under surface.

 Rows of stakes and horizontal beams "Pavement of Stakes near a perch

 square with marks of ashes on it."

 Rows of stakes and beams, upper parts

 burned.

 Says rampart was connected by timber

 causeways, morticed and tenoned.

 Piling marked in 5 different places,

 across boggy ground.

 Slabs or stakes with oak collars.

 Stakes and beams of black oak in S.W.

 of Tonislegh bog.

 " Heavy piece of timber like a hand

 beetle "?Donaldson. " Mallets"?Nelson.

 But see Donaldson above.

 Nelson says " Danish " so probably the

 short small Cromwellian pipe.

 Leaden balls. He assumes O Neill.

 Hearsay only.

 Size of a man's head.
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 cannon ball are certainly not earlier than the use of fire-arms. If these two classes
 are deducted, we have nothing left except the constructional items of oak beams,
 stakes, pavement, causeways, which cannot strictly be classed as finds, the mallets
 associated therewith, and the bronze bridle-bit which was found in Ummericam.
 The net result therefore is that there are no recorded finds of objects which give any
 help in either dating the Entrenchment or in deducing its builders or defenders.

 The Bridle-bit was presented by Rev. Patrick Lamb, P.P., in 1858 to the Kil
 kenny Museum, and the following entry is found in the Journal of the (Kilkenny
 Archaeological Society now referred to as the) Royal Society of Antiquaries,
 Ireland, consec. volume V, 1858-59 :?" A bridle-bit of antique bronze found thirteen
 or fourteen feet deep in a bog at Ummeracoin (rede cam) in the parish of Newtown
 hamilton. It was a snaffle, with large cheek rings, and of very elegant form. The
 finder had rubbed one side bright with sandpaper and got it brazed (really soldered)
 by a tinker where broken?apparently to fit it for use?but the back retained the
 mark of the casting.''

 Mr. L. S. Gogan, Assistant Keeper of the Irish Antiquities in the National
 Museum, where the bit now lies, to whose kindness I am indebted for the description
 and photograph, contributes the following information, part of which is tentative
 at present.

 Bridle-bits have not been classified by Armstrong, D?chelette or the author
 of the article on Horse-trappings in Ebert's Reallexikon. Although the work of
 the Iron Age the Irish bridle-bits are all of bronze in contradistinction to those of
 Continental Celtdom. There are three types?knobbed, beaked and splayed.
 The Ummericam specimen is of the splayed type. They may be referred to the
 full La T?ne or Celtic period, probably between 300 b.c. and 1 A.D., and often occur
 in pairs (two-horse chariots) and in association with bridle pendants.1 A map

 marked with the positions of their occurrence, points to N.W. Connacht as their
 dispersal centre. They were succeeded by iron bits not dissimilar from the Roman
 ones. This bridle-bit may have belonged to a chariot of Queen Maeve of Connacht\s
 army, if Mr. Gogan's suggestion of dispersal centre is right.

 None of the other finds on the list need comment except the oaken stakes,
 slabs, and causeways which it will be more convenient to consider under the heading
 of construction.

 4. ITS FORMER STATE AND ITS POSSIBLE CONNECTION WITH
 OTHER RAMPARTS.

 We have seen that the writer of the Molyneux MS. of 1707 describes at Dorsey
 a great rampart attended by trenches on either side, showing on hilltops but un
 traceable in the bogs. He relates the local belief or knowledge that it was merely

 1 Prof. Macalister names these " cheek pieces " and regards them as standing more or less
 upright and attached to the bit, not as hanging below.-?Arch ology of Ireland.
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 a comparatively straight section of a long continuous entrenchment starting from
 Tyrone's Ditches at Glen near Goraghwood and running through Dorsey into the
 counties Monaghan and Cavan with no certainty as to its ultimate end. We have
 found that John Donaldson, 121 years after, emphatically asserts the same view,
 followed by Nelson. But Coote in 1804 mentions nothing but " lines of circum
 vallation half a mile in circumference," O Donovan in 1835 distinctly describes it
 as not " running directly across country " like the Danes' Cast, but " forming the
 figure of a spheroidical form " (whatever that may be !), the " fastness " of a chief,?
 and the O.S. map of the same date depicts a closed entrenched space.

 Canon Lett testified to the tradition in 1898 of " a way out to the country and
 away through Ireland," but he scouts the idea of any connection between The Dorsey
 and the Danes' Cast.

 Kane traced the Black Pig's Dyke starting from Bundoran as far as Drum
 gristan, south of Lough Ross, south-east of Castleblayney, and asserts the existence
 of traces in the parish of Creggan. He felt so little doubt that The Dorsey was
 connected with the Dyke that he included it in his diagrammatic map as a camp
 on the Dyke, continuing the latter, on the strength of the Molyneux MS., to Tyrone's
 Ditches, then joining the Danes' Cast in its southward course from Lisnagade
 to Meigh (?).

 Even as late as 1917, the late Hugh Kelly of Cullyhanna reported a still existent
 tradition that a great wall or rampart once existed of which The Dorsey was a part.

 Nevertheless, to-day, there is a decided tendency to regard The Dorsey as an
 isolated entrenched camp. We believe that there is evidence to confirm to at least
 a very considerable extent, the view held by Mr. Kane, and at the same time it is
 possible to reconcile the various apparently conflicting accounts.

 To put the matter in a few words, it is reasonable to say from the accounts of
 the Molyneux MS. in 1707 and Donaldson in 1838, that even as early as 1707 and
 certainly in 1835 at the time of the Ordnance Survey, the south-west and north
 sections of The Dorsey were so obliterated or whittled down to short and incon
 spicuous sections that nothing but the eastern end and the two large southern
 sections was plainly visible to the visitor. Thus Molyneux's informant describes
 a running rampart, and Donaldson will only allow an additional " few perches
 which probably was a kind of outwork." These few perches were almost certainly
 the portion 2-4. Coote's half mile of circumvallation, if it had any accuracy about
 it, may have been intended to describe sections 2 to 11. When we come now to
 1835, the Sappers came on the scene, undertaking an entirely new work ; and to
 this Survey Scheme was grafted the archaeological surveying under the direction of
 John O Donovan. Naturally in their point to point measuring they came across
 portions of the northern and western ramparts although these were not then, nor
 in our opinion ever were, anything comparable to the southern stretch in height
 or width. Lieuts. Bordes and James reported it to O Donovan. Enquiries of
 all kinds were made locally about this fortified enclosed camp?a type of earth
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 work the use of which would not have disappeared from military manuals even in
 1835.

 We find the natural result on the 1836 Ordnance map and in O Donovan's
 letter. It is one more case in which we owe that early survey a deep debt. What
 is laid down on that map as the Dorsey enceinte may have been traceable on the
 ground?probably there were traces of some kind?but the tradition or memory
 of the local inhabitants?pace Donaldson?supplied the information as to the
 original line, not only there but where no visible trace could be seen,

 Canon Lett, sixty-three years later, had the old Ordnance map before him,
 he was aware neither of Donaldson's statements, nor Nelson's, nor that of Molyneux's
 informant, nor of Mr. Kane's investigations. Sixty-three years had made further
 changes especially in bogs, but he succeeded in tracing out what he found on the
 1836 map, but no more.

 The only important statement we cannot reconcile is indignant John Donald
 son's about the absolute absence of any tradition of any enclosed entrenchment
 in 1838 ! He lived at Cloghog only a mile away !

 There remain still a few very interesting points. Mr. Kane mentions, but
 does not reproduce, a rough sketch drawn on the Molyneux MS. Fig. 6 is an enlarge

 Boc
 ! f

 ) I

 2<\ *a

 Enlarged and oriented.

 Figs 5 and 6. The sketch in the Molyneux letter 1707.

 q Qrerut ?)utcA
 A? - &09

 Ko?2><

 Actual size.
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 ment of a tracing of it. With this before us, we will repeat part of the writer's
 statement :

 The writer says :?". . this place (Dorsey) . . . lies directly on the road between
 Dundalk and Armagh.A bout forty paces eastward from the road at this place
 there begins a new ditch (out of and of the same form with, the main work) of about half
 a mile, which with part of the great ditch encloses a piece of this land (see the figure below.) "
 By ditch he means a raised rampart not a sunk fosse.

 In Rocque's Map of Co. Armagh made in 1760 Fig. 7 (overleaf), the roads
 shown at the entrenchment (which itself is not marked) are

 (1) the Coulters Bridge road (gfj), through Newtown Hamilton to Armagh
 coloured as the main road.

 (2) a road running N.W. from Drummill Bridge (a) (the present road to
 Cullyhanna).

 (3) the road (ac) running N.E. from Drummill Bridge to Dorsey School
 which then joined what in O.S. 1836 map is marked as " Old Line of Road "
 and is by tradition known as the old coach road.1

 (4) This " old line of road " itself (jedc).
 Rocque's map is an amateurish production drawn to no exact scale, and made

 without any trigonometrical help. It is not very easy to follow, but it undoubtedly
 shows (Fig. 7) a road (hcdej), now non-existent, leaving the Coulter's Bridge road
 at a point about level with Roxboro, if miles north of Coulter's Bridge, running
 almost due south to join the Dorsey sehool-Drummill Bridge road (ca). Here it con
 tinues as the road shown at 33 on the 1836 map, runs through both northern and southern
 parts of the Ramparts and continues south-easterly from somewhere about the house
 marked 34, joining the Coulter's Bridge road again half a mile south of that bridge
 where a small stream runs under the road near Silverbridge House (j).2

 It is reasonable therefore to say that the straight stretch, from Silverbridge
 House to Johnston's or the Fews Barracks, of what was then, 1760, the main road
 to Armagh, was an alteration or improvement made to take the place of the older
 coach road which bent round to the left near Silverbridge House, ran through Dorsey
 entrenchment back to the junction west of Roxboro. The northern portion of this

 1 An inn of sinister reputation named the Head Inn, is said to have stood in the haggard of the
 house at 32. The name Head Inn, Mr. Paterson tells me, is more generic than specific and was given
 to the chief inns on the old coach roads. It is described in old documents as " Mr. Blyke's of
 the Dorsey/' but we believe that this referred to the " Dorcey House " of Rocque's map. Blyke's
 son owrned Kilkerley House, Dundalk. In 1688 when King James excluded the Sov. and Burgesses
 of Armagh and created a new body, George Blyke, Esquire, and John Blyke, Gent., were made
 Burgesses, and an entryr is found in the Book of Postings and Sales in 1703 following the Williamite
 War, that part of " Darcey " was let to Peter Blyke and had formerly been owned by Brian
 Ban Murphy.

 2 Donaldson writes that before the Scotch settlements in the Fews in the early part of the
 sixteenth century the only appearance of a road was a kind of causeway between Dundalk and
 Armagh, that other passes were " merely tracks made by horses feet, which were carried over
 high hills, craggy precipices and boggy quagmires." Also that shortly before 1838 the roads
 generally had been levelled, cuts made to avoid hills, and other hills cut down and hollows filled up.
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 Fig. 7. Rough tracing from Rocque's Map, 1760.
 (made by J. G. T. Sheringham).

 The position of the entrenchment (which is not marked on the original) has been shown by
 a broken line as near to its position as the map will allow.

 The roads which we believe no longer exist but which appear on the map have been dotted
 The names in sloping letters have been added.
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 old road is still in existence running south from that junction for about f of a mile
 and it also still continues further northwards past what was the Fews Barracks,
 by Camly lake to the modern Armagh road south of the old ruined church of
 Ne wtownhamilton.1

 If this is so, the road at Dorsey " from Dundalk to Armagh " in 1707, the date
 of the T.C.D. MS., would have been what is marked on the 1836 map as " old line
 of road," for the straight Coulter's Bridge road was not in existence. It is hardly
 necessary to say that the " New Line " running from Kilcurry to Dorsey had not
 been made in 1707. It is only shown as far south as Cortreasla Bridge near Tully
 donnell lead mines in the 1835 Ordnance Map, and was then under construction
 as witnessed by the dotted margins to the last three or four hundred years.

 Fig. 7a. Coote's Map of 1S04, showing roads,
 (for comparison with Rocque's).

 Built 1775 and abandoned about 1867.
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 A map of the district earlier than Rocque's has not been available to afford us
 absolute proof, but it seems practically certain that the road shown in the rough
 sketch in the 1707 MS. and referred to therein as the Dundalk to Armagh road
 was the same road as the narrow byroad (34-33), marked on the 1836 map as " old
 line of road."

 Then, from this, it is apparent that what the Molyneux sketch depicts is
 the part of the Dorsey entrenchment corresponding with what we have marked
 32, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, remembering that the straight road on the right did
 not exist. This agrees with the description in the MS. and on carefully reading
 the description, it is clear that what the writer refers to as " a new ditch (rampart)
 out of and of the same form with the main work " is the eastern end 7, 6, 5, 4, 3,
 2, 1, 32 of what we know now as the Dorsey entrenchment.

 What then is his " main work " from which the " new ditch " diverges ? "New"
 of course is used in the sense of " another " and not of " newly made." On his
 sketch we see a straight line running eastward from 10 in a line with and continuing
 the southerly rampart. It is marked " Great Ditch." Is it not undoubtedly a
 rampart of which the short straight outer rampart from 10 to 8 on our main* diagram
 and on the enlargements of the 1836 and 57 maps is the remaining rudiment ? Com
 pare his sketch with the 1836 map and its enlargement Fig. 2A, page 201.1

 If this be considered sufficiently reasoned, it follows that there is definite evidence
 at the eastern end of The Dorsey for Mr. Kane's belief, that is, that The Dorsey
 was no isolated camp but a strong place on a vital spot in a long continuous rampart
 such as he had with so much pains and perseverance traced from Bundrowes on
 the Atlantic coast near Bun doran to Coolderry, and up the county boundary to Drum
 gristan at Lough Ross.2 The 1707 MS. quotes tradition as connecting Dorsey
 with Tyrone's Ditches as well as with counties Cavan and Monaghan.

 The evidence given in this article tends to substantiate the existence at that
 date of a main work a " great ditch " running on the line of the southern part
 of Dorsey entrenchment and continuing a considerable distance beyond the enceinte
 and in the rough direction of Tyrone's Ditches.

 It has always been noted that the southern segment of the Dorsey is much
 stronger and more definitely defensive than the northern rampart can have ever
 been. This would be exactly what one would expect to find it it were a camp on
 the gateway through a long and strong continuous defence line, and is hardly ex
 plainable otherwise.

 Again at the western end of the Dorsey circumvallation there is shown in 1836
 at point 18 where it skirts a bog, a section of wood piling exactly similar to that
 shown on the line of the defence at other parts, but running out at right angles
 roughly south-westward to 19.

 1 Mr. Kane reads this passage in the same manner, though he did not identify the position
 of he tiny sketch.

 2 A section is still quite clear and in good condition in Drumgristan T.L., where the people
 say it ran to Athlone.
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 John Donaldson in 1838 asserts that " vestiges of the entrenchment are visible
 in the townland of Cloghog," which is close to this end of the Dorsey " the line
 being near three Irish miles in extent." But unfortunately all enquiry in that
 townland has not found any trace to-day nor has the oldest competent inhabit
 ant, also appropriately enough a Donaldson, William " of the Rocks," any recol
 lection of any mound or ditch in any way unusual in the townland.

 Assuming that the Worm Ditch did run past Dorsey on the line Drummill
 Coulter's Bridge, can we find any evidence on the ground of any further eastern pro
 longation beyond the point 8 where the mill-race and river run ?

 If one could only take a flight over the district in an aeroplane and examine it
 carefully between that point and Goraghwood or Greenfield the writer feels almost
 certain that some indication would be visible to the eye trained to look for it.
 Whether that indication would give weight to a connection between the Dorsey
 and Greenfield, between Greenfield and Camlough, or between the Dorsey and
 Camlough, who can say ?

 In default of the air, a study of the map will show a noticeable long narrow strip
 of field running from 50 to a road at 51 (Fig. 8). The southern edge of more than
 half this field is defined naturally, as inspection on the ground shows, by a long rocky
 outcrop, but there appears to be no physical reason for the straightness of the northern
 side nor for the narrowness of the field. Beyond the road 52-53 and roughly in
 line with the narrow fields, a peculiar narrow strip 54-55 running right up the
 steepish hillside to its summit can be felt or smelt out on the ground. Its character
 istics are often rocky ribs outcropping, but there is as often an additional peculiarity
 of field fence lines wrhich compels one to think of the whole as il suspicious "
 in the archaeological sense, and as a just possible site of a continuation very
 many years ago of the " great ditch." The builders of those " lines," great as their
 work was, are known always to have made use of a natural obstacle which suited
 their plans in order to save the labour of rampart building. Would they not have
 been likely to use rock outcrops and would not thinner mounds set on rocky bases
 on a steep slope have weathered away to nothing much more rapidly than the strong
 earthen barriers of the leveller ploughlands ? Beyond the " brae " top on the
 northern edge of hill (bench mark 641) facing towards Aughanduff mountain we have
 not been able to investigate the ground.

 On the other end nothing could be found round the western or south-western
 part of Caraher's bog or marsh which runs round the base of the two ridges west of
 Drummill, on the summit of the second of which is Cregganduff fort (Fig. 9). The
 marsh draining towards the west narrows near H into a streamlet running under
 the road down across the narrow T.L. of Freeduff to join the Creggan River, on
 the further side of which is Cloghog T.L.1

 The 1836 map shows wooden piling extending from point 18 to 19 into the
 N.E. corner of this marsh. Mr. Golloghly, a man of about 70, has lived all his life

 1 Cloghog = Little stones.?Ed.
 O
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 Fig. 8. Eastern end of The Dorsey showing the country adjoining.

 Fig. 9. South western end of the Dorsey, showing Caraher's Bog, Cregganduff fort and
 adjoining country.

 {From the Northern Ireland Ordnance Survey Map, with the sanction of the Controller of ?.M.
 Stationery Office).
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 at cottage J. He states that the bog from its outlet towards Freeduff round to K
 was 20 feet or more higher in level in his own memory. That the bog ran right
 up the valley at K and covered what is now tillage. This was confirmed to me by
 the occupier of fields at that end who still digs up bog earth and parts of trees in
 positions very much higher than 20 feet over the present level. Mr. Golloghly
 also states that " when Mrs. Stitt bought Cregganduff,"1 when he (the speaker)
 and his father were widening and cleaning the drain along the bog at H H they came
 across a number of pieces of black oak of all sizes?some like poles, some like beetles,
 some had " mortises and things cut in them, but you could not tell what for." At
 first he was understood to say that none of them were very large, but when told
 that he had been reported to have dug up some like sleepers, he declared that some
 pieces were that long. They were all tooled and cut, not merely branches or rough
 pieces of trees. He volunteered the statement that once, but before his time, a
 rampart came from Dorsey along to the bog and then up from the bog at some
 indeterminate place at the western end round the slope of Cregganduff hill, over its
 shoulder at A, down it diagonally B, C, to D where it was joined by a ditch and
 bank running down from Cregganduff fort F, E, D. He himself remembered the
 ditch and bank from F to E, but of the rest he could only point to solitary thorn
 bushes as points over which the rampart had run. The tree at point D was not an
 old thorn but a much younger species, but he pointed to one old thorn in the fence
 at C. The field had been all worked and tilled over and over. He had never heard

 of the rampart continuing into Freeduff2 or Cloghog, but maintained that it had
 led away from Cregganduff fort on its south side across country and round to Dorsey
 at or near the mill. He had never seen it but had come across the " path " formed
 of hard gravel in the fields around when working them. He pointed out a bushy
 hillock G (marked 400 on 6" O.S. Map) near the road (from Cregganduff N.S. to
 Dorsey Mill) as one such place.

 Nelson, also, says the piling in bogs east and west of Lislewilla foot " lay in the
 direction between one rampart and another."

 If his account of the former westerly extension across Cregganduff hill has any
 accuracy?and there seems nothing inherently unlikely in it, one would expect,
 from the accounts of the other writers of extensions in Cloghog, that from the point D
 it would have run to the former edge of the even now very shallow and often flooded
 valley of the Creggan river but at what exact point no one can say unless some
 vestige on the western side of the river can be discovered. All that has been noticed
 in the present enquiry is a thickened bank on a field edge at X which might be
 natural or partly artificial. The nearest spot on the west to which Mr. Kane had
 traced the Black Pig's Dyke is south of Lough Ross near Culloville, where the short
 portion of rampart still existing to-day is roughly aligned in the general direction

 1 Dr. McBride of Freeduff House informs us that Mrs. Stitt, his aunt, bought Cregganduff
 about 50 years ago, say 1880. See also under " Construction."

 2 Freeduff = -pjvAot -otib, Dark Heather.
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 of Cregganduff. A ditch and bank connecting with the fort is curious and inter
 esting. He maintained that he had actually seen it. It might explain why The
 Dorsey at 16a is on the northern or blind slope of Drummill ridge E, Lislewilla afford
 ing an even better outlook towards the south. His statement of the finding of
 stakes, beams and beetles is like a paraphrase of Donaldson's, Nelson's and Canon
 Lett's accounts, and his name for the fort echoes Donaldson's derivation of nearly
 one hundred years ago,1 both of them equally the descendant of local error.

 Diagram showing W. de V. Kane's suggested connection of The Dorsey with the Black Pig's
 Dyke and Danes' Cast.

 A study of the contours and of the older maps forces upon one the apprehension
 that The Dorsey guarded two ancient routes leading from the south to Emain Macha.
 These are, we suggest with diffidence, firstly, the old route through Dungooley,
 Carrive, Silverbridge, and thence by the old road through The Dorsey southern
 rampart at 10 and out again at 32, continuing to Itnis or Altnis2 Bridge (which is

 1 One has always to be on one's guard against the chance that statements given to one as
 tradition or as the informant's own belief, may be only memories or unconscious word of mouth
 repetitions of the theories of a somewhat earlier writer or visitor.

 2 See Taylor and Skinner and Rocque's maps. Fr. Murray equates this with xXtr-inif = the
 high tongue or promontory in a river, which would naturally be chosen for a bridge support.
 This exactly agrees with the ground.
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 evidently the bridge over Dorsey river at the south end of Drumaltnamuck T.L.)
 and thence over the disused and partly obliterated road northwards1 : secondly
 the route running north from Glassdrummond to Drummill bridge and thence by
 a modification of the road to Dorsey N.S. joining the first route somewhere north
 of 33. Both these routes run on high ground and approach The Dorsey along the
 tops of ridges. That on the east is guarded by the immensely strong sections each
 side of the road (at 10), while the western route crossed at the ford where Drummill
 Bridge now stands, and then immediately rose again on to the steeply rising ridge
 to the north. It is a well-known fact that all the oldest routes, tracks, and ways
 kept along the tops of ridges and eskers.2

 If this suggestion is correct, it explains the peculiar elongated shape of The
 Dorsey designed to protect two converging entrance (or diverging exit) routes.
 This would suggest that the " gates " would have been at the gaps at point 10 and
 point 15 (Drummill bridge or thereabouts). But tradition tells, however accurately
 we cannot say, of many gates. Would it therefore be unscientific, viewing the
 length and narrowness, already alluded to, of the original Dorsey Townland (or
 district), to postulate other " gates " or defences at points such as the old junction
 of these two suggested routes (about point 33), at Altnis bridge, and possibly further
 north. Whether this were so or not, The Dorsey was without doubt a very strong
 fortress on the ancient " approved road " across the frontier of Uladh. So much so
 that, presumptuous as it may be, one hesitates to take Professor McNeill's identi
 fication of Carrigatuke with Finn earn na Foraire because it would seem that the
 watching post must have been in close touch and proximity with the Dorsey camp.
 On the other hand the point of actual contact between outside and inside Uladh
 may have gradually crept more and more to the south due to experience and to
 facilities for defence or welcome, so that Carrigatuke may represent an early frontier
 post perhaps remaining a permanent HQ. and The Dorsey entrenchment a later
 frontier line, constructed perhaps at the same time as the cross- country continuous
 rampart, for which the Blackbank opposed some technical difficulties of terrain.

 The question as to whether the north eastward frontier rampart from point 8
 connected with the Danes' Cast is, with our present knowledge, impossible to decide.

 Canon Lett definitely states that Tyrone's Ditches have no connection with
 the Cast. He traced the latter continuously down the far or eastern side of the
 Canal from Lisnagade to a point just south of Goraghwood railway junction where

 1 See John Donaldson, note to page 217 supra.
 2 In the opinion of Dr. R. Lloyd Praeger of the National Museum, it would be impossible,

 without careful examination of the locality by a geologist and botanist, and by skilled microscopic
 examination of the present bog turf, to say how much the country has altered since early times,
 how much higher the bog levels and marshes were or what areas were then under forests im
 passable to large bodies of men. He states that the bogs were undoubtedly higher, that there
 was probably plenty of woodland?fir, oak, birch, holly and hawthorn, that the fir and oak
 were contemporaneous, though very likely they occupied different areas at any given time.
 South of a line running roughly S.W. from Goraghwood the country is composed of granite
 and similar rocks, while north of that it is upper silurian.
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 there is not the slightest doubt that it crossed to the west, going by the name of the
 (C Black Pig's Glen." Due east of Tyrone's Ditches, which are 2 miles to the west
 of the Canal, the only gap in the Cast is in the boggy part between Dromantine and
 Knockanurney hills. There is no reference to any trace of any westward rampart
 from this marsh towards Tyrone's Ditches.1 The latter are definitely associated

 with Hugh O Neill though this, of course, does not preclude the view that they had
 been made long before and used by him, but this is very unlikely. Our constant
 experience has been that the uninstructed are always sure to connect one survival
 of the past with another not very far distant, such as a souterrain with any castle
 or fort a mile away. Tyrone's Ditches were large earthen banks, so were those of
 The Dorsey, and the country mind would naturally connect the two, so that it is
 quite impossible, lacking further investigation from the air or on the ground, to
 lay down the line taken by this suggested eastward rampart from The Dorsey.

 Canon Lett follows the Danes' Cast, (in that district popularly called the Black
 Pig's Glen) across the canal near Steenson's bridge, across the two lines of railway
 into Goragh T.L. to Rock Hill. From this point John Bell2 writes that it runs
 over the T.L. of Goragh and then over that of Lett or Latt but that it is very faint
 in those townlands. Canon Lett failed to find any trace in 1898, while Mr. L. E.
 Trodden of Jerrettspass whose knowledge of the district is great and who has been
 good enough to make special enquiry, can find no evidence or remains still extant
 to the south or south-west of Rock Hill. Bell is also said to have ascertained that

 in the lands of Greenfield, south of Rock Hill, where a James Hamilton, the occupier,
 had levelled it, it had been composed of strong clay like brick clay quite different
 from the surrounding soil and that in the process a quantity of silver coins had
 been discovered. Most unfortunately there is no record to tell us whether the coins
 were found near the surface of the rampart, or under it or at what level between
 these points, nor do we know what coins they were. Enquiry to-day, through
 Mr. Trodden's kindness, finds but faint recollection even of Hamilton's name nor
 is it possible to trace his descendants in the slight hope of any remaining diaiy or
 other document to help us. In England Roman coins were actually found under
 the Bokerly Dyke rampart. This earthwork is of the same class as the Danes' Cast
 and Black Pig's Dyke, and we cannot but deplore the loss of evidence which?though
 we could not expect the emergence of Roman coins?might have given some absolute
 evidence of the date of the Danes' Cast.

 The question therefore of the course of any rampart running north-eastward
 from The Dorsey is one that cannot be taken up in this paper. It must suffice to
 say that Canon Lett supposed the Danes' Cast to have continued in a curve south
 and west from near Rock Hill to the northern end of Camlough lake, while Mr. Kane

 1 Recent examination from the air has not disclosed any trace of any connection.
 2 Newry Register I, p. 210, 1S15. The writer is " S," which almost certainly stands for the

 Editor, Stuart, author of Stuart's " Armagh."
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 continued it almost due south from Goraghwood to Meigh,1 connecting The Dorsey
 on the other hand with the Cast near Glen. It is certain that Kane's southward
 continuation of the Cast is incorrect, but there is just as certainly no evidence of
 Canon Lett's line to Camlough. What is certain is, that from Cam Lough the
 rampart is still extant for a short length in the T.L. of Tawnaban,2 starting near
 the south side of the road (from Ballymacdermott through Ballinliss to the south
 end of the lake), and running towards a marshy hollow to the south. From the far
 side of the marsh the traces of the rampart, varying very considerably in clearness
 are traceable to the Newry-Forkill main road at Aghalloge,3 where in Canon Lett's

 1
 ?scar v<t

 Black Pig's Dyke
 Kana's Supposed site, ss?

 The Black Pig's Dyke, The Dorsey and the Danes' Cast.
 Diagram showing Mr. Kane's and Canon Lett's theories.

 words " it resembles the Dane's Cast in those places in Scarva Demesne where it
 is most perfect."4 It is still traceable on the southern side of the road where it
 turned in a curve towards the north-east and dies away. The 1836 O.S. map marks

 1 Meigh = Magh an Chosnumaigh of Keating (History of Ireland 121b.), i.e., the Plain of
 the Defender. L.A.J. Ill, 1912, p. 65.

 2 Spelt Tamnaghbane in the 1857 O.S. map.  3 It is here called the Dowra.
 4 UJA. Ill 2, p. 70, 1897.
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 a further short section not far away, in the townland of Newtown in a field by Misses
 Mathews' house which prolongs this line further in a north-easterly direction, but
 it bends again to the east at Mr. Thompson's house.1 Canon Lett's opinion was
 that it ended on Fathom mountain or the edge of the Lough beneath, taking advant
 age of the very extensive bog through which the main Dublin Belfast road now runs
 as a sufficient protection across the low ground. He also remarks that from the
 summit of Fathom signals must have been visible along the whole line of the Cast
 as far as Lisnagade in the north. But the fact that the gorge running south up to
 wards the Black mountain at Edentubber some distance south of Fathom is still known

 as the Black Pig's Valley, offers the suggestion that the southern end of this
 great defence ended on the Carlingford Lough somewhere in the neighbourhood of
 Ardaghy or in the dense woods which even in Mount joy's time clothed its western
 side.

 Dr. Cyril Fox2 demonstrates that where the Earthen Ditches or ramparts near
 Cambridge in several cases now end " in the air " so to ?peak, there was in early
 times either an oak forest, dense and brambly or a lake or impassable bog. There
 is at the present day no reason which the spectator could see for the abrupt
 termination of the bank.

 Canon Lett says that the Cast (we are still including for mere convenience
 all the rampart west and north-west of Slieve Gullion) if it took his line to Cam Lough,
 closed all the passes into the North-west, blocking Moiry Pass, that at Forkill,
 flanking the others westward. Granting this, the defence would only be to the
 present County of Down. If we are to assume a frontier to the kingdom whose
 capital was Emain Macha, the pass through the secluded Lislea Valley from Forkill
 would be quite open unless The Dorsey were connected by some defence line to the
 eastward. There we must leave it for the present.

 5. ITS CONSTRUCTION.

 It is interesting to collect here the various measurements given by different
 observers and, for comparison, those of the Danes' Cast at Scarva and the
 DowTra, Worm Ditch or Valley of the Black Pig where it is best preserved. Most of
 the observers of the Dorsey do not state exactly where their measurements were
 taken, but from their nature they must necessarily refer to the southern side.

 From these figures it will be seen that the entrenchment of the southern section
 of The Dorsey very greatly exceeds in width and height of rampart, in depth of
 fosses and in overall width from outside to outside, any existing portion either of
 the Black Pig's Dyke or the Danes' Cast.

 1 This portion is visible still as a broad very low swelling (on which the Misses Mathews'
 house stands), which turns N.E. into Mr. Thompson's haggard.

 2 Antiquity III. 10, p. 136 f.
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 TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS.

 THE DORSEY.

 1707 Molyneux MS.

 T.C.D.

 Rampart, width 1

 at base *"  Height

 45 ft.

 27 to 18 ft.

 Trenches on each side of equal

 depth to it

 width, bottom .. 13 J

 top .. 66 ft.

 Outer Ramparts

 Total width

 from top to top of 1

 outer ramparts j .. 132 ft.

 Donaldson
 t?

 ri ^

 O u

 > CO
 t? '"'

 Nelson  " about 60 ft."
 t? o O h o

 .. ??

 O +> , . T3 . .

 co '  a b

 J. O Donovan

 Lett

 t? 'S o

 23 ft.
 12 ft.  5 ft. x 18 ft.

 120 ft. ..

 Black Pig's Dyke1

 where best | at

 preserved j Corinary

 30 ft.  20 ft.

 10 or

 12 ft.
 14 ft.

 2 ft. high
 50 /60 ft.

 30 ft.  12 ft.  14 ft.  12 ft.

 " Danes' Cast " Lett.

 at Scarva Demesne  40 ft.
 8 ft-10 ft.

 18 ft.  4 ft. high
 40 ft. (top to top of

 2 ramparts)

 54 ft. overall base.

 1 See Note 3, page 4.

 d
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 The earth to form the vallum has been excavated out of the fosses, the latter
 in the section io-ii still extending to a depth of 18 to 20 feet below the surface of
 the natural hill outside it. Making allowance for denudation the fosse must have
 been very much deeper and the rampart correspondingly higher at the time it was
 constructed.

 We have no evidence as to the construction of the earthen banks, beyond the
 following facts :

 1. The small section exposed between 10 and 11 is practically solid earth with
 a very small proportion of small rounded flat pebbles.

 2. There are nowhere signs of any revetment, or containing-foundation of large
 boulders, nor, where the rampart has been levelled, do we find any specially large
 stones in the field fences. There is one isolated stone in a field between 32 and 1.

 The levelled ramparts have been used for top-dressing and in Mr. Duffy's field
 extra luxuriance of the crop due to the increased depth of the earth in the filled
 in fosses is noticeable.

 No souterrains have been discovered, so far as is known, inside or near the
 encampment.

 There aie no signs of any special modification of the entrenchment either where
 it crosses the " old road " or the ancient ford at Drummill Bridge. Nothing in the
 way of extra protection or outposts. Simplicity of actual defence line, though the
 ground plan of the whole is peculiar, is the main feature ; to which may be added,
 as already mentioned, the great strength of the southern line and the comparative
 insignificance of the northern.

 No wood piles or beams are known to have been found in the earthen ramparts,
 but the wood-piled stretches as delineated on the 1836 map are a very unusual
 feature, reminiscent of " tochars " or corduroy roads found in other parts of Ireland,
 but differing in that the majority of the Dorsey piles were vertical. It is a fair
 deduction from their presence, and from their absence in the intervals of the western
 and north-eastern travelling entrenchments of the Black Pig's Dyke and the Danes'
 Cast, that they occur at The Dorsey as means of communication so that one part
 could be reinforced with speed from another and also that The Dorsey was designed
 to stand an attack or siege of some duration.

 It will be convenient here to collect together what is recorded of this " piling "
 and " causeway of timber."

 The 1707 account says " not the least footsteps to be seen in the bogs." Donald
 son (1838) definitely states that in Caraher's bog and " in another on the opposite
 side or west of Cregganduff fort (? border of Creggan river) some kind of defensive
 work made up of rows of stakes of black oak timber have been found." They were
 driven in, supported on each side by horizontal beams, perforated and secured by
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 timber also. That the upper parts of almost all the stakes had been burned. He
 also notes a heavy wooden beetle or pile-driver and a charred wooden " pavement "
 of stakes near a perch square.

 Nelson's (1840) is luckily more detailed in his description. We have attempted
 in figure 10 to represent what he appears to describe. There were two large beams
 flat on the bog 5 feet apart. Each was fastened in place by wedges driven through
 it in three places into the bog beneath.1 Between them stood up a number of

 Fig. to. Suggested reconstruction of piling from Nelson's description.

 stakes driven into the bog and in his description these remain at different heights
 above the level of the beams. A number of them but not always the highest bore
 marks of burning. We cannot tell whether he intended us to infer that the stakes
 were situated only in 2 rows close to the beams with a clear space in the centre,
 but this is what one would visualise when he suggests it as a causeway or passage
 between point 18 and a rampart to the S.W. On the other hand the stakes might
 equally well have been driven in along the inside of one beam only, i.e., the beam
 towards the attacker, but had this been so, he would doubtless have mentioned it.

 But there is nothing to show that either Nelson or Donaldson actually saw the
 piling they described. The charring was probably purposely done as a protection
 against decay.

 John O Donovan mentions connecting causeways of timber, morticed and
 tenoned, but seems to be repeating a statement made to him by a third party.

 The 1836 O.S. map, of the same date shows us what purports to be a plan of

 1 See page 235 and Fig. y.
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 this piling. It is exactly the same in each of the five places where it appears and,
 enlarged, it appears as Fig. n.

 H IIIIII11 ill i I) l lij^
 ?~?~o oooooooooooo
 ooo ooo ooooooooo

 o o o o O QOOQOQOQQO

 TffnTi TTTTTTTm n????Tf
 Fig. it. Enlargement of representation of piled sections from 1836 Ordnance Map.

 Here we see the two rows of beams on each side' and the stakes, three rows-of them
 in the centre. If this is drawn from anything actually seen by the surveyor or from
 a very exact description by one who had actually seen the piling, it can only represent
 either

 (1) a continuous palisade of three rows of upright stakes set close together
 and probably held, not only by the base row of beams, but by other longi
 tudinal stiffners higher above ground level. This would be only an obstacle
 or defence and could not be manned, or

 (2) the piled foundation of a causeway or bank across the bog over which men
 could pass, surely screened from observation by an outer row of stakes
 set side by side.

 The map depicts a slope downwards on each side of the outer beams,
 so we must assume that this second explanation was the one intended.

 Canon Lett, in 1898, speaks of oak collars to the stakes doubtless from local
 memory, and Mr. Golloghly's find was exactly a similar assortment of fragments
 of beams and stakes.

 Dr. W. S. McBride of Freeduff House describes the bog as " Caraher's " at 17,
 18, 19, "Golloghly's" at M (fig 9), and says that he himself about 35 years ago drained
 and reclaimed a third bog section at L.

 In this last bog he found a number of oaken stakes about 6 feet in length, 6 ins.
 wide and 2\ to 3 inches thick. They were bevelled at one end to fit into grooves
 in correspond1'ng stakes. The impression they gave him was of a wooden pathway.

 He confirms Mr. Golloghly's account of the oaken stakes found by him at H.
 He testifies to the trustworthiness of Mr. Golloghly's memory.1

 1 Dr. Chart, in Antiquity, Dec, 1930, notes that some present-day turf cutters, cutting of
 course at a lower level, had never found any oak staves.
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 It is interesting to read of the pavement of timbers and we can only deplore
 the fact that we are not told where it was found. In W. de V. Kane's1 description
 of the Black Pig's Dyke, he gives details of the finding in the fosse on the northern
 side of that Dyke in the T.L. of Corinary, Co. Monaghan, of the remains of two
 lean-to wooden sheds and also of wooden posts and cross-pieces supporting the
 sides. Figure 12 shows the positions. The roofs of the sheds were 17 feet wide

 Cavan
 side

 Monaghan
 side

 f.??-.-v?->7'v.??p*?? 4
 Fig !. A Diagramatic Section of the Worm Ditch.

 Cavan
 side

 Worm Ditch.

 Fig 4. Section in Kettles farm in Corinary in present condition.
 A. Site of Ancient Shed.

 Vertical and Horizontal Scale.

 Fig. 12. Kane's sections of Worm Ditch showing position and nature of wood beams
 and wooden shed.

 across the fosse, composed of unsquared rafters pointed at both ends and superficially
 charred ; underneath was a floor of short timbers 4 ft. to 8 ft. long. The wood
 appeared to be oak. The posts in the other case were round timber, one end pointed
 and charred and driven into the ground so that the posts lay against the original
 slope of the banks later covered over by slipping of earth from rampart tops. The
 horizontal sleepers were 2 to 2\ feet in length and roughly mortised to the sloping
 posts* Both of these, Kane states with every probability, were the shelters of the
 defending parties or sentries on the wall and he concludes, not only from the fact
 that these were in the northern fosse, but from the lay-out of the rampart that the
 defenders lived north of the Black Pig's Dyke.

 This pavement of stakes at the Dorsey may have been the floor, or the collapsed
 roof and floor, of a similar early " dug out " or " funk-hole " of the defenders of
 The Dorsey, or it may be represented by the stakes in Mr. Duffy's field at D.

 1 PRIA, xxvii. c. 14, p. 303.
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 Dr. Macalister writes in The Archeology of Ireland that such ramparts were
 often themselves stiffened and held together by wooden beams and posts, but we
 cannot see that such aids would help the massive ramparts of The Dorsey, though
 it is possible that the beams now in the field at D north of 16 may have been supports
 of that section, for we are told that the field had been levelled not so very long ago.
 It is unlikely, however that wooden beams in a raised rampart would remain un
 decayed until now. There had been a rampart of some kind in that position, and
 to judge from the earlier higher level of the bog to say nothing of the present sodden
 subsoil, it would not have been on very firm ground.

 Mr. Burns (House 32) describes pulling piles about 5 feet long " by dozens "
 out of Caraher's Bog1; that it was found to be necessary to hitch a horse to them
 to draw them up; that they were all about the same thickness and appeared to have
 had the ends cut off by one blow of an axe. The late Mr. Bernard Muckian2 (House
 at 13), who died 3 years ago, aged 88, said piles had been found in great quantity
 in Caraher's Bog, some of which lay in his yard, but they have now gone and his
 sons do not seem to have heard of them. All they show are the morticed timbers
 of an old shed roof.3

 These piles described by Messrs. Burns and Muckian one would assume to have
 been the upiight piling shown in the 1836 map, either between 17 and 18, 18 and 19,
 or a prolongation of the latter.

 We have recently examined two of the " piles " in Mr. John Duffy's field at D.
 Time did not permit of more than the hasty uncovering of the whole length of one
 and of the upper end of another.

 That which was entirely uncovered measured 10 feet in length by about 15 ins.
 in diameter. It maintained this width for about 8J feet of its length, after which
 it tapered rather abruptly to a point. The top had all the appearance of having
 been cut off square. The top lay about a foot or fifteen inches below field level,
 but the pointed end was not more than an inch or two under the surface.

 Fig. X represents roughly a section of the upper end. By following the surface
 with the hand underneath at B, the pile appeared to be round but the upper surface
 at the top and for a foot or more of the length had been either cut or had decayed
 in part (A). A stick could be passed diagonally downwards right through the
 pile from A to B, but we were unable to investigate this further at the time. The
 top of the second " pile " had also been cut off. The two were lying almost point
 to top and very close to the surface. Soundings with a spade revealed the existence

 1 I understood this to mean the Tonislegh bog, now known as Caraher's, but Mr. Paterson
 tells me that the central bog below Mr. Burn's house was also formerly owned or rented by people
 of that name.

 2 Authority, T. G. F. Paterson.
 3 John Donaldson describes oak and fir trees being found in great quantities in some of the

 bogs. That the oak owing to its resistance to rot is excellent for roof timbers while the fir is
 considered more durable than Norway pine.
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 of quite a number of other " piles " in the ground around. Both piles lay in the
 same direction, heads up the slope and lying horizontally in a direction roughly
 N.E. by N. by S.W. by S. They appeared to lie outside?that is, on the bog side,
 of the site of the rampart and trench, but Mr. Duffy mentioned other piles, some
 what shorter in length, which from their position would have been under the rampart.

 Fig. X. Rough drawings of "pile" of oak buried in Mr. John Duffy's field at D : Upper
 diagram is a vertigal cross section.

 Fig. Y. Piece of old oak from same place which just possibly might be part of a hori
 zontal beam as described by Nelson.

 The earth under those exposed was sodden and dark in colour and this seemed to
 extend to some depth. From their position, their nearness to the surface which
 has been levelled, and this boggy sub-soil, it would appear that the rampart in this
 field may have been supported on the former edge of a higher bog level by piling and
 horizontal beams. Possibly because in 1836, this portion of the rampart was stand
 ing and the bog had been cut away outside it, the piles were invisible and were not
 then known to exist, which would account for the absence of any indication on the
 old map. The 1857 map actually shows the bog extending over this corner of the
 field up to the edge of the entrenchment.

 We saw a short wide piece of bog oak about 21 feet long, 1 foot wide and
 6 inches thick, which had also being found in the field.

 The ends were shaped as in Fig. Y. One of them had certainly been cut by a
 tool, and had just the appearance that one would expect had one of the beams
 mentioned by Nelson been broken across at one of the circular holes through which
 the wredges were driven into the ground. The surface of the inside of this semi
 circle was smooth and very black. The opposite end was more decayed and broken,
 but showed some signs of hand tooling.
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 6. ITS AGE AND PURPOSE.

 We have suggested in these pages that The Dorsey Entrenchment had been
 a fortified frontier post?the chief frontier outpost?of the Kingdom whose capital
 was Emain Macha (Navan Fort, near Armagh). It seems undoubted that it lay
 across the branch of the great Sligh Miodhluachra which led from Tara northwards
 via Heynestown, Kilnasaggart, Dundalk, Newry, Donaghmore, to Dunseverick.1
 This branch, bearing north-westward from Dundalk, formed the main route from
 the south into the north-western kingdom and its capital.

 We have suggested, as a possible hypothesis, that The Dorsey s peculiar plan
 and its actual position was due to the double purpose of controlling this Bealach
 Mor na Feadha and of the second route over the ford at Drummill Bridge.

 If this be so, we are led to the period of Conor MacNessa and Cuchulainn.
 This is generally agreed to have been about the time of the Birth of Christ.2 But
 we find, on the other hand, that Uladh then extended to the rivers Boyne and Black
 water.

 There are two suggested reasons why, in spite of this, The Dorsey and Sliabh
 Fuait were always regarded as the southern outposts of Uladh. On the one hand,
 Louth, or Muirtheimhne, is a plain, and the south Armagh hills are the first strong
 vantage points on the road to Emani?. On the other hand, Miss Dobbs3 thinks
 that the Dorsey's position can only be explained satisfactorily by the contempor
 aneous existence of the long frontier bank of the Black Pig's Dyke from the western
 coast to some unknown place east of Dorsey : that The Dorsey as its name denotes,
 literally commanded " gates " in this continuous fortification.

 If we assume, as we have done, that the " travelling " rampart probably did
 cross the Dorsey position and that the present formidable southern sections of the
 Dorsey entrenchment are due to the presence of that rampart, we do not thereby
 dismiss the idea of an earlier date for The Dorsey itself.

 The present insignificance of the defences of its northern section (which we
 believe have been of this very rhuch lesser strength for very many centuries) as
 compared with those of its southern line, may be explained so as to fit in with either
 theory.

 It may be said that The Dorsey existed before the Black Pig's Dyke, that its
 ramparts and fosses were considerable but not great, that, its only aggressors being
 expected from the south, the side facing in that direction was somewhat stronger.

 When at a later date, the construction of the long frontier rampart across country
 was found necessary, it naturally included the already fortified out-post camp
 on its line. It is not exaggerating to suggest that in such a case the southern ramparts
 of the Dorsey would have been increased in height and strength or even doubled.

 1 Hogan, Onomasticon.
 2 At this time the Gaels, the alien invaders of Ireland, had been in this country for about

 350 years-?MacNeill Some Phases of Irish History.
 3 Side-Lights on the Tain Age, p. 83.
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 It seems equally reasonable that even if The Dorsey were not already there,
 the builders of the Black Pig's Dyke making an outlet fortification in that position,
 should have regarded its flanks and northern sector as already so protected by the
 li travelling " rampart under construction that large banks and ditches were not

 necessary on those sides.
 There are indeed other possible reasons, such as the existence of the natural

 obstacles of forests and bogs impassable to organised bodies of men, and so pro
 tecting the flanks and rear of the encampment.

 So far as we have been able to trace them, the finds of objects do not help us
 either as regards its actual date 01 its comparison with that of the Black Pig's Dyke.
 There is unfortunately no evidence of the exact position of the finding of the Iron
 Age bronze bridle-bit. It is remarkable that in an enclosed entienchment, evidently
 intended for occupation for considerable periods and in considerable strength, so
 few objects have come to light.

 Is it possible to place the making of the Black Pig's Dyke and Danes' Cast
 in any period? They are not isolated examples. Even in Ireland itself, as Kane
 discovered, there was more than one similar entrenched frontier line to the south
 of the Black Pig's Dyke. Similar continuous or " travelling " ramparts are also
 found in England and on the Continent. Dr. Cyril Fox1, who has made these
 " Dykes " his special study, attributes them, from definite evidence, to the Dark
 Ages?after 269-300 a.D., just before or after the withdrawal of the Romans
 from northern Europe. He believes, as do Prof. Macalister, Dr. Mahr and the
 Danish and German antiquarians, that all, including the Black Pig's Dyke and the
 Cast, have been modelled on the Roman frontier works, such as Agricola's (or
 Antoninus') earthen wall across southern Scotland from Glasgow to Edinburgh.2

 The Romans built " limes " or defence ramparts on the confines of their great
 empire in other places, e.g. in the Rhone and Danube districts. There are earthen
 walls outside Roman territory in North Germany and Saxony, while one very similar
 in purpose and plan to the Black Pig's Dyke, and known as the Danevirke,3 crosses
 the narrow part of Denmark. This, Sophus M?ller4 believes, was modelled by the
 Vikings in 808 or 970 A.D. on Agricola's Wall and possibly on Offa's Dyke in Wales,
 both of which they would have encountered on their raids.

 It would therefore appear that the Black Pig's Dyke and the Danes' Cast were
 both constructed at sometime about the fourth century and certainly not earlier
 than 250 A.D. Mr. Kane places the Black Pig's Dyke after Conor MacNessa's
 accession but before the Tain Raid, maintaining with reason that it was one of a
 series of frontier boundaries between the northern kingdom and the rest of Ireland.

 1 Antiquity 192g, p. 135 ff. A very interesting article on English Dykes.
 2 Very curiously this rampart is now, in parts, known to the country people as Swine's

 Dyke?whether from our Black Pig or from some Scandinavian Sweyn, we know not.
 3 Here there is a ring fort, " Thyra's burg," on a hill exactly on the line of the rampart

 and connected directly with it. It is not in any way similar to the Dorsey and archaeologists
 doubt that it is coeval with the rampart.

 4 Dr. Sophus M?ller : Nordische Altertumskunde, 1898, Chap. XII.
 Q
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 Prof. MacNeill suggests the half century, 283-333 A.D., between the establish
 ment of the Connacht dynasty in Tara and east Meath and the final overthrow
 of the Ulster kingdom.

 Canon Lett, with many others, dates the Danes' Cast to that final victory of
 the Three Collas in 333 A.D., mainly because the Cast defends the counties of Down
 and Antrim, to which the Ulaidh were compelled to retreat.1

 All this concensus of evidence and opinion agrees in the main as to the period
 of the making of the Black Pig's Dyke.

 Fr. Murray2 on the contrary, though he agrees as to the period, is of the opinion
 that, because Louth and Cuailgne are outside the frontier, it cannot have been made
 by the Ulaidh, but that both Danes' Cast and the rampart across to Bundoran
 coincide with the boundary of the Kingdom of Oirghialla, and were constructed
 by them to keep out the defeated Ulaidh on the east3 and any other intruders on
 the south. Up to the present he has the majority against him.

 The references to it by name help us not at all. The name Dorsey does not
 appear in any itinerary in the Tain nor in any other of the ancient Cycles with
 the exception of the very inconclusive reference to Rath na ndoirseorach quoted
 by Miss Dobbs.4

 Fr. Murray has suggested that the fortification might be found mentioned
 in the old manuscripts under the name of Fert or Feart, which among its numerous

 meanings included not only grave mound but boundary division or rampart. But
 such search, admittedly far from complete, as we have been able to make, aided by
 the Onomasticon, has brought nothing to light.5

 Dorsey first appears in record, we believe, in the 1224 extract already given, when
 Aedh O Neill and Hugh de Lacy wishing to block the attack of the Normans from

 1 The Book of Rights, probably composed round about 900-1000 a.D., tells us that after the
 victory of the Collas forced the " Ulidian " peoples or " Clann Rudhraighe," none of whose
 five great subdivisions, strange to say, were of Gaelic stock, into Co. Down and Co. Antrim,
 Conaille, including Cuailgne which then extended so as to include Slieve Gullion, remained part
 of Uladh as distinct from the new northern kingdom of Oirghialla. It is not clear, how the Danes'
 Cast could have protected Cuailgne and Conaille.

 2 L.A.J. III., pp. 61, 62.
 3 Cf. MS. in T.C.D. quoted by O Donovan " the boundary of Glenn Righ was formed from

 Newry upwards between them and the Clann Rudraigh never returned across it." We cannot
 gauge the value of this statement not knowing its date or origin. It is far from clear why the
 conquerors, whose victory was crushing and complete, should have gone to the tremendous
 expenditure of time and labour in constructing a defence rampart from Lough Neagh to Slieve
 Gullion and from that to Bundoran. It is much more like the effort of a numerically weaker
 nation threatened with formidable attack.

 4 Op. cit., p. 84.
 5 Ath da Ferta is stated in several MSS. to have been situated in Sliabh Fuait. Against

 this we have a greater number of references definitely siting Ath da Ferta " in Magh Conaille,"
 " in the plain of Conaille." Mr. Henry Morris has in an earlier number of this Journal identified
 Ath da Ferta with a position near Stonetown, where he excavated a burial cist. We think
 him inclined to take statements in the old tales somewhat too literally, but for all that we cannot
 suggest that the ford at Drummill Bridge is Ath da Ferta.
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 the south, placed their forces over the passes of Sliab Fuait, and at Doirsibh Emna
 = the Gates of Emain) and Fidh Conaille (Feede Mountain).

 The later references in 1640 and, 1657 merely mention the name as that of a
 portion of land.

 John O Donovan notes Dorsa an Fheadha, the Gates of the Fews, merely adding
 the perfunctory opinion that the entrenchment was a chief's cattle corral or at best
 his temporary refuge in time of danger.

 Clogh a meathair describes a pillar stone not an encampment.

 There are several suggested explanations of the absence of early mention of
 the name Dorsey, but probably the simplest is the most likely.

 The word means " gates." Are we not unreasonable in expecting to find any
 more definite reference to these gates, as such, than we can find now to any particular
 toll-gate of 100 years ago. Gates, and strongly defended gates were a necessity,
 but is it not quite likely that these never came to be particularised as the Gates,
 either of Emain or of the Fews until a very long time later. WTe, finding it as a place
 name, are inclined to expect that it always had been such.

 Our own conclusion, in the light of our admitedly incomplete knowledge, is,
 that The Dorsey was constructed by the Ulaidh as an advance guard to Finn Cairn
 na Foraire on Sliabh Fuait when their power was at its strongest : that, as the
 Ultonian kingdom felt the increasing power and menace of the southern and western
 peoples, more especially after the Meath province had been obliterated and the
 possessions beyond the South Armagh foothills had gone, they threw up the Black
 Pig's Dyke as a final frontier defence. That this Dyke where it crossed South
 Armagh was connected to the western end of The Dorsey, continued along
 its southern side and beyond it north-eastward on some course still unknown. That
 forests, bogs and lakes played a considerable part in additional defence. That
 the Danes' Cast had no connection with the Dyke, but was a later work of the same
 Ulaidh protecting their final refuge of Down and Antrim.

 In conclusion, we believe The Dorsey to be a very unique entrenchment, both
 because of its size and of its shape. If it were part of a " travelling " rampart
 it is perhaps more unusual still for nowhere have we been able to find anything at
 all similar on any English or Continental Dyke.

 H. G. T.

 Note.

 It would need a separate paper to follow up all the legends connected with the
 Black Pig's Dyke, or to go into Miss Dobbs'1 interesting objections, based largely

 1 Op. cit.
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 on the Tain, to dating the Dyke so late as has been given. Striking though they
 are, we believe that there must be explanations more likely than the making by a
 Bronze Age people in Ireland of a boundary rampart, not only such as they are
 not known to have constructed elsewhere in their European lands, but exactly
 similar to ramparts made by the Romans, and after their departure, by peoples
 who had been in contact with them.

 Note in the Press. The piece of wood (fig. Y) from Mr. Duffy's field at D has been
 identified as oak by the National Museum. It may be assumed that the local opinion
 that the other pieces are also oak is correct. The Four Masters mention that in
 one year the crop of acorns in Ireland was so heavy that the rivers were blocked
 with them ! ?

 The name Fews and also Forkill (puA-p Coiti) derive from the existence in former
 times of forests in those districts.

 In Sir George Carew's notes on Ireland (about 1600), there is a list of " Woods
 and Fastnesses of Ulster " but the Keeper of the National History Division of the
 Museum tells me that no mention is made of Co. Armagh.
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 1836 and 1857 Maps
 of The Dorsey.

 (To open, turn this Page upwards).

 THE KEY MAP, Fig. 1
 will be found behind this plate.
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 1836 ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP

 1857 ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP
 (From the Northern Ireland Ordnance Survey Maps, with the sanction of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office)
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 Rampart and fosses looking eastward from point 11. The shadow throws
 up the depth of the fosses. The width of the base of the demolished outer
 rampart on the right can be gauged to some extent.

 Rampart (left), outer fosse, and remains of outer rampart (right), taken
 from point 16, looking north eastward.
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